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It's important to mention how all this came about. For a long time now, some of you may remember what
we used to do with the Radicons section (Radicon of the Month), Fan Art of the Month, and going even
further back, "Discussion of the Week" and the "Sound-Off!" polls. None of those had a schedule, really,
and they were always done "when we had time" or when it was a slow news day. They always proved to
be popular, but there was never really a home for them ... they simply floated from update to update.

Now they have a home.

TFWe (clever, huh?) is about the TFW2005 community. We're going to talk about topics that concernTFWe (clever, huh?) is about the TFW2005 community. We're going to talk about topics that concern
you, we're going to have editorials that will get you involved (in ways that make you happy and ways that
really tick you off), we'll touch on the hot topics for collectors, we'll have interviews down the road, and
most importantly, we're going to have fun with it. This is our first issue, so it's probably a little rough
around the edges, but it'll smooth itself out over the next few months as we come up with a working
formula to give you a visually appealing presentation and an easy to navigate method that allows you to
immediately jump in the conversation going on.

We have a great staff working on this (on a volunteer basis) and I hope you'll check out the bio's theyWe have a great staff working on this (on a volunteer basis) and I hope you'll check out the bio's they
wrote up on themselves at the end of the issue. I want to give a very special thanks to shibamura_prime
(aka Silas Zee) for the awesome cover artwork and all the little intricate graphics you see floating around.
I want to recognize Joe Moore for helping out on some of the technical details on some of the graphics,
and of course, Big Papa Tony Bacala for giving this project a chance and dealing with my random text
messages regarding coding and forum technicalities.

Check out all of the great articles below and we really, really hope you enjoy everything we've put together
for you. I'm also pleased to debut an online webcomic by shibamura_prime and DeeFuzz entitled "for you. I'm also pleased to debut an online webcomic by shibamura_prime and DeeFuzz entitled "As The 
Fandom Turns", which will become a regular feature here on TFWe!

Issue 01. Took a little longer than anticipated to get it going, but it's here, and we hope you enjoy. Thank
you for reading! And we do appreciate feedback, both positive and negative, and will take it all to heart.

- Kickback
TFWe Editor-in-Chief

Welcome to the very first issue of "TFWe", an online
E-Magazine for TFW2005.COM Transformers collectors!

Written by Silas Zee and Dan Sheehan, art by Silas Zee

As The Fandom Turns...



Join Kickback, Sol Fury, shibamura_prime, and Deefuzz as they recap everything that happened at this year's
BotCon in Pasadena, CA! Go beyond the news and find out all the fun stuff that doesn't get frontpaged
- like after-hour-parties, embarassing stories of your favorite TFW2005 staff and members, and experience

In'n'Out as TFW2005 abandons BotCon for an hour of greasy, delicious fun!

Dark of the Moon is almost upon us! Toy reviews, toy previews, and the TFWe staff sits down to discuss our
feelings, hopes, and fears about the Dark of the Moon movie! Movie fans, don't miss this one!

NEXT ISSUE!

Editorials

 - "I Am Transformed", written by Secretcode
Secretcode looks back on Beast Machines and explains exactly why he thinks it is one of the greatest
Transformers series ever! Nightscream fans need not apply.

 - "Collecting to Invest", written by Kickback
Ever think to yourself, "Dang! I should have bought another one if they were going to be worth THAT much!" ...
Kickback is here to help with a brief how-to in determing what to buy doubles of to sell later, and what to avoid.Kickback is here to help with a brief how-to in determing what to buy doubles of to sell later, and what to avoid.
Is it "investing" or is it "scalping"? You decide!

Previews

 - A Look At: Sky Striker Starscream, written by Shin Densetsu

Reviews

 - IDW Transformers Comic Application for iPhone, written by Kickback

Community

  - Digilaut, Fan Artist of the Month!, by Shin Densetsu
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TFW2005.com’s Story Continues...

TFW2005.COM Turns Eleven, Part One
Written by Kickback with credit to Tony Bacala, Joe Moore, and Tim Formas

On April 20th, 2011 our happy little home of TFW2005 turned ELEVEN YEARS OLD. Let that sink in for a little bit. ELEVEN YEARS OLD.
Feeling your age yet? I remember when I first joined up on TFW2005, I was a freshman in college and was excited to finally get a chance to
converse with other Transformers fans. I had figured I was the only remaining Transformers fan on the planet, as no one my age even
showed remote interest in Transformers other than a quick “Oh yeah, those were cool!”. Granted I did start a little movement thanks to the
Rhino Entertainment VHS 3-pack releases (I think I watched “The Return of Optimus Prime” a billion times). None the less, I stumbled upon
a little website that called itself Transformer World 2005 and signed up on their message board as “Dark Prime”.a little website that called itself Transformer World 2005 and signed up on their message board as “Dark Prime”.

As if fate somehow knew, an untimely board issue resulted in everyone user having to re-register. Figuring the name “Dark Prime” was too
cliché, I decided to name myself after my favorite Insecticon character – Kickback. A little over ten years later and my most recent roommate
was referring to me as “Kick” and anytime someone says “Kickback” or even “Kick” I turn my head as if I’m being spoken to. I have more
nicknames for my online alias than I do my actual name. But it was all thanks to the incredible community I joined.

TFW2005 and its founder, a guy we know as Tony Bacala, got their start doing something that was pretty revolutionary for its time – he wasTFW2005 and its founder, a guy we know as Tony Bacala, got their start doing something that was pretty revolutionary for its time – he was
encoding episodes of the Japanese Transformers series entitled “CAR ROBOTS” (or as it was referred to at times TRANSFORMERS 2000
… which was never an official name by the way) and streaming them on the website. It created a stir of interest and activity over this “anime”
of Transformers that featured Autobots (or Cybertrons) fighting against Predacons (or Destrongers). Because of TFW2005, Transformers
fans learned the names “Fire Convoy” and “God Magnus” and “Gigatron” and they became instantly recognizable. Online toy stores even
imported some of these figures and couldn’t keep them in stock – due in part to the exposure that CAR ROBOTS was getting via TFW2005.imported some of these figures and couldn’t keep them in stock – due in part to the exposure that CAR ROBOTS was getting via TFW2005.

I even was able to get the one figure I had always wanted as a kid – Fortress Maximus (or “Brave Maximus”) – thanks in part to the fact the
show had increased stateside popularity. I swore to my parents (it was a Christmas gift) that I could finally die happy as the one and only toy
I wanted more than anything was finally mine. Haha, suckers.

A bit of trivia – the series bible for ROBOTS IN DISGUISE, the English dub of the CAR ROBOTS series, actually contains screen captures
from the videos that TFW2005 had put online for streaming purposes. It was a neat little thing that made us smile – to know that the powersfrom the videos that TFW2005 had put online for streaming purposes. It was a neat little thing that made us smile – to know that the powers
that be were actually watching TFW2005 back in 2001 and used our stuff for their all-important series bible.

By 2002, TFW2005 and its message board, the 2005 Boards, had joined up with the online sites “The Matrix Annex” and “Transformers
News” to create what was billed to be the “ultimate Transformers fansite” … Transfandom.com. Having talked my way on to the boards as a
moderator (yes, that actually worked in the early days) and been given a chance as a news guy for the site’s front-page, I felt as if my
childhood interest was paying off in some sick, twisted way. Transfandom.com was a huge success, and the popularity of the site explodedchildhood interest was paying off in some sick, twisted way. Transfandom.com was a huge success, and the popularity of the site exploded
overnight.

But as we all know, “to all good things…”

Without going in to much detail out of respect for all parties involved, there was a breakdown in the upper management of the site in the
direction that it should go – one side wanted to focus more on media and site development, the other wanted to focus on text-related
development (think of it as a very early attempt at something akin to a Wiki). In the end the differences were irreconcilable, and the decision
was made to split The 2005 Boards from Transfandom and to restart TFW2005.

There were a lot of cool things that happened via The 2005 Boards while it was a part of Transfandom that shouldn’t go ignored. We had theThere were a lot of cool things that happened via The 2005 Boards while it was a part of Transfandom that shouldn’t go ignored. We had the
honor of having a senior Hasbro designer, under the name “Orson”, share so much insight in to the design process and decision making
process of the Transformers brand in Hasbro. It was the first and only thing of its kind where fans were able to ask questions and get answers
directly from someone responsible for creating the things they adored so much. Through “Orson” we even organized the interactive poll with
the fan community where the fans got to voice up on what they wanted the 20th Anniversary Optimus Prime figure to come with accessory
wise, what the overall look should be like, down to the details of what the rubber tires should say. Being able to help organize that whole thingwise, what the overall look should be like, down to the details of what the rubber tires should say. Being able to help organize that whole thing
is one of my own greatest personal achievements in being involved with this community.

TFW2005 even has official, licensed merchandise with our name and logo on it. Our very first entry in to "real world products" was the Blaster
versus Soundwave lithograph, sold by Dreamwave (who remembers them!?) and featured artwork by Guido Guidi.



TFW2005.com Turns Eleven Part 2...

TFW2005.COM Turns Eleven, Part One
The website also held a contest many years ago for people to design a “Super Deformed” statue. The winner would have their design turned
in to an actual mini-statue. A company called “First-4-Figures” sponsored the contest, and the winning entry was a “SD Ultra Magnus”,
frowning, while holding a broken Matrix of Leadership. The box the item comes in has our website logo and name featured on it – a first for
any Transformers fansite. Check out the poster featuring all the entries, the artwork for the winner, and a picture of the statue and the box
below!

We’ve given away thousands of dollars worth of toys and exclusives over the years in the various contests that we’ve held. No other site can
come close to saying that. We look at the site today and compare it to ELEVEN YEARS ago, and it’s been a complete, unimaginable ride. We
went from 20 users online to over 1,500 at any given time of the day or night. We’ve had so many exclusive breaking news stories – from the
first CGI designs of the first live-action Transformers movie, to the first toy pictures of the Revenge of the Fallen movie, to being the first site to
reveal the name of the final movie in the trilogy, Dark of the Moon. We broke your heart with the announcement that Transformers Animatedreveal the name of the final movie in the trilogy, Dark of the Moon. We broke your heart with the announcement that Transformers Animated
was coming to an end, and we covered, extensively, the fall of Dreamwave and 3H Enterprises.

Eleven years of striving to be the best. Eleven years of trying to give you the ultimate destination for everything you want or need when it
comes to Transformers. Eleven years of memories, conventions, message board drama, website drama, watching families be created and
mourning the loss of all those who passed in that timeframe.

Thanks again for the last 11 years! We hope you'll be here for the next 11! Please share some of your memories in discussion!

- Kickback
TFWe Editor-in-Chief
TFW2005.COM Administrator
Follow me on Twitter @rankal and always follow @tfw2005 for the latest in Transformers news!

Contest Poster, Winning Artwork, Statue Image, Box Image (with TFW logo!)



TFW2005.com Turns Eleven Part 2 Continues...

TFW2005.COM Turns Eleven, Part Two
Written by Tony Bacala

Hmm, where to begin. Kickback asked me for a write up on TFW2005 from then to now. That's a lot of history, good and bad to cover. Two
paragraphs my ass. So, let's go.

TFW2005 started out as a cheesy Angelfire site that I used to play around with as I was learning HTML. Playing around in Photoshop with
Beast Wars and Beast Machines artwork, doing crappy music mixes using sound clips I pumped into my computer mic jack from RCA-out
plugs of a VCR, 30 seconds at a time. It was something for me to do after work when I was young, bored and broke. But I liked knowing that
so long as I spend time learning something, I can do it. So I did, and met some folks who also dug Transformers and playing around like that,so long as I spend time learning something, I can do it. So I did, and met some folks who also dug Transformers and playing around like that,
so we putzed around on the internet together. Eventually, we got a hookup on a server, a sub-folder of another domain, and someone with
more skills than I put together a layout (sup Spiderbo!). Next, of course, was to get a domain name. Everything at the time was XYZ2000.com,
cuz you know, 2000 was the future. But I thought that was whack, so I started looking for other things to append to "Transformer World". 2005,
yeah that's it! Cuz that was NOT cheesy, like 2000 was. . (It is ALWAYS the year 2005, mofos!)

For those that don't know, 2005 was the year the 1986 Generation 1(G1) animated movie took place in. When you were 10 in 1986, the yearFor those that don't know, 2005 was the year the 1986 Generation 1(G1) animated movie took place in. When you were 10 in 1986, the year
2005 was the future. And it was awesome.

I provided some content and the music stuff. Car Robots came out, and that stuff blew my mind. Beast Wars was on track, especially late
season 2 and season 3. Connected to G1, what I really liked, and all that. But Beast Machines just went hard left, and bleh (at the time, I
actually kinda dig it now). So I started poking around and found some guys in Japan that would record the episodes in high quality, then ship
them over here every couple of episodes. There was no YouTube - I had to have a guy record it in Japan on a VCR tape, ship it to me everythem over here every couple of episodes. There was no YouTube - I had to have a guy record it in Japan on a VCR tape, ship it to me every
4 weeks, I had to then hook my VCR up to a computer, using a 300 dollar in-between piece of hardware, record in real time, then re-convert to
a file under 5MB each, because, we were all on 56k or lower. 5MB was like a half hour of download time.

So, that's what set TFW2005 off, it was the "Home" of Car Robots for the fandom. We focused on it a lot, and did the music mixes, profiles, etc
etc. My other partner in crime was BMGFX (formerly Unicron on the sites). He was/is way better than I am at Photoshop, and did up some
layouts, and handled the G1 sections, called "Unicron's Realm". We eventually joined up with some other sites to form a "joint messagelayouts, and handled the G1 sections, called "Unicron's Realm". We eventually joined up with some other sites to form a "joint message
forum". I think it was called the Nexxus or something. That ish didn't work out, everyone wants to be the Big Boss. So, we got a copy of
vBulletin 2.1 I think, and off we went. The 2005 Boards were born. Did that for a while, max 10 people online each day. Grew and grew, but
was very small, chill.

Eventually I met a guy locally, who ran a newsletter magazine styled thing (kinda like this, go figure). We did media, he did magazine stuff,
and Zac Shipley (currently runs Powet.tv), whom he knew, did news. A protégé of Zac Shipley - our very own Tim Formas. They didand Zac Shipley (currently runs Powet.tv), whom he knew, did news. A protégé of Zac Shipley - our very own Tim Formas. They did
"Transformers News", really the first online to handle news the way the major Transformers sites handle it today. After a bunch of talking
back and forth - we decided to merge and create the ultimate Transformers site - Transfandom.com.

We kept the 2005 forum active though, but on a new domain, 2005boards.com. During that time, Dreamwave came out, and I tried my hand
at retail, selling the Dreamwave comics wholesale and retail. Started off using TFW2005.com as the domain for that store, then eventually
moved that to 2005store.com. Failed miserably, bankrupted myself (without the benefit of going bankrupt). Also during this time, we had somemoved that to 2005store.com. Failed miserably, bankrupted myself (without the benefit of going bankrupt). Also during this time, we had some
interaction by folks at Hasbro on the forums. At first unknowingly to anyone, then unknowingly to fans, then knowingly to fans. Other sites
complained, and that got shut down. I reacted publicly with a potty mouth. I understand a bit more why other sites complained now, looking
back. But, it was still sucky that had to stop. BTW - At some point in here Kickback showed up and finagled his way up to Administrator.
How, I don't know. (j/k Kick).

Continued the Transfandom thing for a while, didn't work out. Staff from each area tended to stick together, never gelled. Lots of argumentsContinued the Transfandom thing for a while, didn't work out. Staff from each area tended to stick together, never gelled. Lots of arguments
and infighting on direction and everything else. Eventually the "2005 guys" convinced me to split back off. I did, and TFW2005 was reborn.

TFW2005 Logo Through The Years

2001 - 2002 2003

2004



TFW2005.COM Turns Eleven, Part Two
Written by Tony Bacala

We were now into the Armada/Energon/Cybertron era. Tim Formas came along and handled news like a pro. Eventually, Joe Moore - whom
I met again locally in Philly through another local friend - J.E. Alvarez, jumped on to do news. He also killed it like a pro. Down the road -
Super_Megatron came on board, and slaughtered it. Those three guys doing news in their prime was nuts, back to back as lead with a little
overlap. Things you didn't even know was news became news because they were scouring for more stuff to post. Not many other fandom-
based sites handle news like they did. It spurred competition with other Transformers sites, and to this day, not many other fandoms have such
a dedicated set of sites attacking news like this. This grew our user base, because people knew were the news would be. The 2005 Boardsa dedicated set of sites attacking news like this. This grew our user base, because people knew were the news would be. The 2005 Boards
grew, not as rapidly as it has in recent years, but steadily upward from 2003-2006.

Then, the movie era began. 2006 forward. Oh my. Explosion. People talk junk on the movies, but bottom line, the exposure it has brought to
the brand has bumped us from under 10,000 members pre-movie, to over 50,000 now. 10,000 members in 6 years, 40,000 more in less than
4. Less than 500 online any given time pre-movie, 1,500 at night now. Millions upon millions of page views a month. We used to have a page
view counter on TFW2005, and when it got over 10,000, that was awesome-sauce. It's been a wild ride. It brought a lot of new fans in, whoview counter on TFW2005, and when it got over 10,000, that was awesome-sauce. It's been a wild ride. It brought a lot of new fans in, who
remember G1, or love classics, or flat out just dig the movie stuff. There is now a more diverse set of fans. There are now multiple age ranges
of real fans as well. There are fans that weren't even alive when G1, or G2 for that matter, was on TV. And it causes a lot of strife. But when it
doesn't, it's cool to sit back and watch. It's not the little community with my roommates and five other guys anymore, laughing at each other for
even being online talking about Transformers at 2AM in the first place. It's a community, with a common denominator - Transforming robots.even being online talking about Transformers at 2AM in the first place. It's a community, with a common denominator - Transforming robots.

And that's what I dig the most, the community. Even when Transformers bore me, I still like coming to TFW2005. The people, good and bad,
the discussion, the bullsh*t, and the jokes. Lotsa funny folks on TFW2005. It's pretty much the sole reason I go to BotCon. For the people. So
I can drink and chill with the people I read - every day all year. Regular members, and the kick-ass staff. Sol Fury has kicked all types of ass
with the Resources section. The Radicons continue to stay busy with the work Redline and Superquad7 put into it over the years. The Photowith the Resources section. The Radicons continue to stay busy with the work Redline and Superquad7 put into it over the years. The Photo
staff knocks out consistently good work, though we take our time with that . And the moderators, past and present, do the day to day grunt
work to keep this place in order. I don't know how they do it, personally. Our current news staff, staying on top of all the different angles, is
great too. There is just so much Transformers stuff to cover, it's not like back in the day when we were lucky if there was one piece of news a
day, if that. And the podcast guys, nuts. Awesomely produced, consistent, and good. TFW2005 is bigger than I ever expected, and it's nowday, if that. And the podcast guys, nuts. Awesomely produced, consistent, and good. TFW2005 is bigger than I ever expected, and it's now
beyond me. It's a machine that I just try to keep going, so that everyone can do what they like to do, to unwind and contribute and have fun
with. Like I did with Car Robots episodes and music remixes 10 years ago.

So, that's about it. We've gone from 2000 - 2011, in my mind, just off the top of my head. I've enjoyed the last decade of internet fun here, and
hope to do it another 10. Now that we also have HissTank.com, Thundercats.ws, and ToyArk.com, I think I'll be busy.

Just remember - this place is supposed to be fun. Enjoy it while you can!

-- Alex
--- aka Tony Bacala (which is not my real name, BTW, but that is another story for another time) ...--- aka Tony Bacala (which is not my real name, BTW, but that is another story for another time) ...
TFW2005.COM Founder, Owner, and Administrator
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The Transformers Hall of Fame 2011 – A Rebuttal
Written by Sol Fury

The Transformers Hall of Fame 2011 – fan vote nominations – have been and gone, and with them a whole lot of controversy over the
characters nominated. On the one hand, you have those who feel that character X is a dead cert for the future, therefore is a wasted vote on
getting them in now. On the other hand, you have those arguing that same character should already be there and that therefore a vote for
them is correcting the mistake of not being a dead cert from day one (looking at you, Grimlock!). Then there are the beloved niche guys, silly
characters like Erector who’re completely unknown outside the fandom, who come over like a joke vote to all except those who proposed them
in the first place. For their nominators, these characters are an important part of their childhood, an important representative of all their erain the first place. For their nominators, these characters are an important part of their childhood, an important representative of all their era
represents. Let’s take a look at each character and why they are worthy of your vote, or not, as the case may be. 

ERECTOR GRIMLOCK

Two words – penis joke. Erector’s name is supposed to be a reference to
construction, to “erecting” new structures, but between the name and the huge
cannon that makes it look like he is compensating for something, the double
entredre of the name is inescapable. A vote for Erector to the detractors is a vote
for all that is silly and immature in the fandom, and not unjustifiably so. We are
better than that. But then, so is Erector.

Erector hails from 1989, the twilight of Generation 1 Transformers. An era whenErector hails from 1989, the twilight of Generation 1 Transformers. An era when
Transformers was fading out, and becoming increasingly gimmicky. Masters of
one thing or another were everywhere – Action Masters, Pretenders,
Micromasters. Micromasters were, in my opinion, the greatest evolution of the
original concept – while Action Masters did not transform, and Pretenders fit into
bigger shells of human or monster disguises, Micromasters were robots that
turned into vehicles like the classic Transformers – they were even semi-real
vehicles again! They were just really, really tiny and simple toys.vehicles again! They were just really, really tiny and simple toys.

Getting back to Erector then – he’s probably the best known of the Micromasters.
Yes, he’s well known for being a joke, but he’s probably the only widely known
Micromaster. There are other Micromasters who have better designs, who have
better names or cooler bases, but thanks to his name, Erector is the best known
of the bunch. It’s not just a vote for a silly name when you vote for Erector – it’s a
vote for the whole era of Micromaster Transformers, a vote for all that was good
and cool of that era of Transformers toys. And dare I say – a vote for that periodand cool of that era of Transformers toys. And dare I say – a vote for that period
of childhood innocence when things were simpler, when yes we laughed at the
name, but we enjoyed the toy for its own benefits all the same. 

He’s Grimlock! He’s one of the best known Transformers outside of what is
already in the Hall of Fame! Because of that, he’s a shoo-in, for automatic
induction in the future, right? Right? Why vote for a character who is so definitely
getting in automatically down the line, his detractors argue.

Here’s the question though – is Grimlock going to be automatically added in
future? Transformers has moved away from mechanical beasts in recent years.
Grimlock’s not been in a mainstream Transformers series for years. His lastGrimlock’s not been in a mainstream Transformers series for years. His last
mainline toy, other than the amazing Masterpiece Grimlock, was the Animated
Grimlock. Before that was the Classics Grimlock in 2006 and the 2004 Energon
Grimlock. Animated Grimlock was a minor character in the show at best, in all
fairness. Classics and Energon? Neither one had any sort of mainstream fiction
usage, and were only there as a bone to fans. For a character who was so
important in Generation 1, either as the caveman talking Autobot brute from the
cartoon or the speech-impeded military genius of the comic, Grimlock has reallycartoon or the speech-impeded military genius of the comic, Grimlock has really
fallen out of favor with those creating the Transformers line, perhaps because the
vision for the series has moved away from big mechanical dinosaurs in favor of
more realistic vehicles.

So can you really say that Grimlock is a dead cert for the future? Sure he’s an
important figure in Generation 1 – he’s just not done very much since. A vote for
Grimlock is a vote to get him where he belongs in the Hall of Fame, a proactive
move to put him where he belongs rather than holding out on a potential auto-move to put him where he belongs rather than holding out on a potential auto-
addition that may or may not be happening any time soon.

The Transformers Hall of Fame 2011 – A Rebtuttal Continues...



JAZZ

WASPINATOR

SHOCKWAVE

Jazz! Loyal, reliable friend of Optimus Prime, in the latest origin retcon, the original friend of
Optimus Prime back when he was Orion Pax. A major character in recent shows like
Transformers Animated and one of the five Autobots picked by Michael Bay and Paramount for
the Transformers live-action movie. With a pedigree like that, Jazz is another dead-cert for the
Hall of Fame in years to come, right?

Well, not necessarily. Sure, Jazz is important in supporting material, but like Grimlock, he’s fallen
on hard times in recent years. Animated Jazz was a great supporting character, but at best heon hard times in recent years. Animated Jazz was a great supporting character, but at best he
was a regular guest star. He fared better than Grimlock, even so, he was only really in the first
live action movie to crack off a few one liners and then die. He did not get a Classics toy until
very late in the series after many other, arguably less important characters, had already been
and gone. Even in the War for Cybertron game Jazz was a bonus character and downloadable
content, not a part of the main cast.

So don’t bet on Jazz’s importance either! Just because he’s had some more use in the main
lines, does not mean he is viewed as an important legacy character. When Jazz gets used, he’slines, does not mean he is viewed as an important legacy character. When Jazz gets used, he’s
supporting cast every time, not main cast. Animated Season 4 would have fixed that, but that is
something that never was. Like Grimlock, voting for Jazz is voting for an important legacy
character who arguably deserves a lot more recognition than he is getting. 

Waspinator is shaping up to be this year’s Beast Wars nominee. While Dinobot is an excellent
representative of all that is serious and dramatic about Beast Wars, Waspinator represents all
that was fun and humorous about the series. He was the Kenny of Beast Wars, his whole thing
was getting blown up or destroyed in increasingly funny and creative ways. And he survived
Beast Wars! He’s the only other Predacon to pull off that feat next to Megatron. That has to
count for something.

There’s not much else to say about Waspinator. If you’ve ever watched Beast Wars you’ll knowThere’s not much else to say about Waspinator. If you’ve ever watched Beast Wars you’ll know
all that is awesome about the character and why he is deserving of your vote.

What I have tried to express in this little write up is the true nature of the Hall of Fame fan's
choice vote. The point is not to decide which character is likely to get automatically inducted and
tactically vote for those who have no chance of getting in. Because as i have explained, nothing
and nobody is guaranteed. The point of the poll is to vote for your favorite character who you feel
deserves recognition. If you want Grimlock or Shockwave in that Hall of Fame, you’ll have to vote
for them. Make the choice, take the proactive option. Because while good things may come tofor them. Make the choice, take the proactive option. Because while good things may come to
those who wait, equally good things come to those who take positive, proactive action.

Shockwave. Cold. Logical. Ruthless. A classic Decepticon in Generation 1, especially in the
comic where he was a badass commander who took matters into his own hand and not a yes-
man sitting on Cybertron all day long. But since Generation 1, what has he really done? Sure we
got Shock"blast" in Energon who was a bloodthirsty, insane Decepticon, and Animated
Shockwave who was a double agent (voiced by Corey Burton, Generation 1 Shockwave’s Voice
Actor, no less). Shockwave is also set for the upcoming Transformers Dark of the Moon. He’s
been no more prominent in the fiction in recent years than Jazz, so assuming he’ll be an auto-been no more prominent in the fiction in recent years than Jazz, so assuming he’ll be an auto-
inductee in future is another case of wishful thinking. We’ve got no idea what Shockwave’s role in
Dark of the Moon will be – for all we know it might be all of four scenes like The Fallen in
Revenge of the Fallen. And unlike Grimlock and Jazz, Shockwave’s not even had a Classics toy
yet. He’s only got one announced toy for Dark of the Moon.

What I am getting at, don’t assume Shockwave is going to be a dead cert for the Hall of Fame in
future years. He’s been getting more love in recent years but like Grimlock and Jazz, he’s never
been a major character since Generation 1. And like Jazz, he was only a downloadable / preorderbeen a major character since Generation 1. And like Jazz, he was only a downloadable / preorder
bonus character for War for Cybertron. So he’s as worthy of your vote and your recognition as
anyone else. 

The Transformers Hall of Fame 2011 – A Rebtuttal Continues...

Hall Of Fame Tech-Specs
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ARCEE

BEAST WARS MEGATRON

BULKHEAD

DAVID KAYE

SIMON FURMAN

DEVASTATOR

RODIMUS

The first ever recurring female Transformer (yeah, Elita-1 and other came
first. Though Arcee may have been created first and she definitely was
the first to get a regular role). Arcee has been growing in popularity for the
last few years, getting more roles in the shows, and bigger roles when
she does show up. A minor character in Energon and Animated, Arcee
was planned for the first Movie and actually appeared in the second.
She’s now a part of the main cast for Transformers Prime, and she’s theShe’s now a part of the main cast for Transformers Prime, and she’s the
best fighter the Autobots have after Prime himself. Arcee’s on the rise,
and she’s likely to be here to stay with Prime already confirmed for 52
episodes and more potentially on the horizon. With another year’s worth
of Arcee on her screens, her popularity is only going to grow, so I am
sure even though she’s missed out on our final five this year, we’ll be
seeing Arcee on a Hall of Fame poll really soon.

The most evil Megatron of all time. And possibly, the most
successful. Masterfully voiced by David Kaye, Megatron was
a smooth villain with some real diabolical moments. He went
into the Beast Wars with a plan, and he got closer to
accomplishing it than any Transformers villain before that
time, and perhaps closer than most others since. Then came
Beast Machines, and Megatron proved himself supremely evilBeast Machines, and Megatron proved himself supremely evil
by conquering all of Cybertron and enslaving everyone on it.
Again he had a plan. He got even closer to accomplishing it
on that occasion. It took Optimus Primal, hero of the Beast
Wars and Beast Machines, sacrificing himself to bring down
Megatron.

Beast Wars era Megatron – supremely evil, excellently
voiced, and possibly, the best villain from Transformers ever.voiced, and possibly, the best villain from Transformers ever.
Some had more evil moments, some had darker moments,
but Beast Wars Megatron was the complete package. He
pulled it off so perfectly well. He’s completely deserving of
the recognition that the Hall of Fame brings with it.

With rumors abound that Frank Welker may be honored this year
for his work as Megatron, an award richly deserved (although I
feel a “lifetime achievement for services to cartoon animation”
would be an equally worthy award) I feel it is only fair for the other
distinctive voice of Megatron to be honored. David Kaye first
became involved with Transformers through the Beast Wars
series, where he voiced the magnificently evil Beast Warsseries, where he voiced the magnificently evil Beast Wars
Megatron. There is no denying that David Kaye’s excellent voice
work contributed to the legendary status of this Megatron as a
villain, as well as his iconic “yesssss” ad lib that became so
closely identified with the character. David Kaye went on to voice
Megatron throughout the Unicron trilogy of shows, his excellent
voice work frequently compensating for the below-par quality of
the shows. For Transformers Animated, David Kaye switchedthe shows. For Transformers Animated, David Kaye switched
things up and voiced Optimus Prime instead, creating an excellent
rendition of the character whose personality fit the nature of the
show perfectly. He also voiced Grimlock in that same series,
providing a performance worthy of Greg Berger himself.

I could continue onward endlessly naming people who have been involved with Transformers or
characters who I feel are worthy of the high honor of being inducted into the Transformers Hall of
Fame. To my mind, all those involved in the series are deserving of full recognition for their greatFame. To my mind, all those involved in the series are deserving of full recognition for their great
achievements for the brand, and the characters all bring something unique and special to the table.
No character is any more a dead cert than another after all, and just because we as fans feel a
character absolutely deserves to be in the Hall of Fame does not mean that those in charge of
picking the auto-inductees will share our point of view.

Bonus – Characters To Watch

Rodimus aka Hot Rod aka Rodimus Prime aka
Rodimus Major aka Rodimus Minor aka Rodimus
Convoy aka Hot Rodimus aka Rodimus of the many
names. You get the idea. The guy’s had as many
names as appearances. Rodimus is the great also-ran
of Transformers fiction. He was the original attempt to
replace Optimus Prime as the main hero of thereplace Optimus Prime as the main hero of the
franchise, and he was a really interesting character
with great development with it. He got a major role in
Transformers Energon, and got a cameo in
Transformers Animated voiced by Judd Nelson.
Granted, he’s had so little exposure that he’s going to
need a fan vote to get in, but he is a significant part of
Transformers history and has a real fan following. PlusTransformers history and has a real fan following. Plus
his Masterpiece toy, while a little flawed, is still
awesome. He missed out on our final five this year by
one place (he came sixth) so I’m sure we’ll be seeing
him on a Hall of Fame poll in years to come.

The Transformers Hall of Fame is not just about the robots, but
also about the people who have made the franchise great, and to
my mind second only to Bob Budiansky in the creation of the rich
mythology we have come to enjoy for the Transformers multiverse
is Simon Furman. Simon Furman started out writing Transformers
with Marvel UK in 1984-5 doing filler strips for the UK comic when
there was a lack of US comic material to republish, and during thethere was a lack of US comic material to republish, and during the
323 issue run of the Marvel UK comic he introduced some of the
lasting concepts of the Transformers mythology including the
character of Primus, the concept of Unicron and Primus as creator
gods, and in his later work on the Generation 2 series he also
introduced the concept of the original 13 creations of Primus, all
of which have become the foundations of the modern
Transformers origin story. But Simon Furman’s involvement withTransformers origin story. But Simon Furman’s involvement with
Transformers goes far beyond the UK comic, because when Bob
Budiansky decided to leave Marvel US, Simon Furman was his
choice to take up the reins and complete the final 30 issues of the
ongoing series. Furman has also written for all of the other
Transformers comic license holders at one point or other.
While some find his work to be formulaic and focusing on a narrow
range of preferred characters, there is no denying that Simonrange of preferred characters, there is no denying that Simon
Furman has done much for the origins and mythology of
Transformers, and has played a vital role in developing a deep
and grand mythology for our favourite robots in disguise.

The first combiner. The most recognizable too, arguably.
He was an also-ran last year, and he nearly made it onto
the final eight this year. Devastator’s always the
combiner that Hasbro reach for when they want to use a
combiner. Between the distinctive mix of vehicles and
the instantly recognizable colors of green and purple,
every part of Devastator is classic. Sooner or later we’llevery part of Devastator is classic. Sooner or later we’ll
see Devastator on the Hall of Fame poll, or inducted for
sure.

Yes, Bulkhead. A newly created character for
Transformers Animated, Bulkhead is a lovable big
bruiser of an Autobot. The name’s existed in
Transformers history before Transformers Animated,
but Bulkhead took the name and made it his own.
He was main cast for Animated, and he has stuck
around for Transformers Prime, again providing thearound for Transformers Prime, again providing the
muscle and lighter relief of the team. There’s also
persistent rumors that Bulkhead might make it into
the Classics series of Generation 1 characters or one
of the Movie universe toy lines, like Lockdown and 
ugnut before him. Bulkhead is a dark horse choice –
he’s a new character, but with a main cast spot in two
mainline series, set to total more than 80 episodes ofmainline series, set to total more than 80 episodes of
screentime if he continues to stay on as a main cast
member in Transformers Prime, means that
Bulkhead is a potential up-and-coming character who
may well be the first “modern” Transformer to break
into the Hall of Fame.

Did You Know?
David Kaye
- Was the narrator in the zombie comedy
  Fido (2006).
- Appeared in 3 episodes of Battlestar
  Galactica from 2005-2006.
- Voiced Akuma on the North American
  St  Street Fighter cartoon (1995).

Simon Furman
- Wrote two episodes of X-Men: Evolution.
- Writer on the short lived TV series Alien
  Racer (2005).
- Appeared on “I Love The 1980’s” (2001).

http://www.imdb.com


Throughout the years, gimmicks have been the lifeblood of the Transformers toyline. Among the gimmicks that existed, only one has evolved consistantly
as the toyline itself moved on. That gimmick, dear readers, is the Targetmaster. In fiction, Targetmasters were a group of Nebulons who were Binary-
Bonded to their larger companions to augment their abilities in battle, and Targetmasters themselves became what were more or less living weaponry.

I've always felt that the gimmick has been simple enough to more or less guarantee a perfect tiny robot and weapon mode without screwing it up. Like the
idea was so perfect that it was impossible to screw up. Despite that, the Targetmasters have a long and impressive history of change and variety as theidea was so perfect that it was impossible to screw up. Despite that, the Targetmasters have a long and impressive history of change and variety as the
years went by.

EVOLUTION

The gimmick was originally launched in the 1987 Transformers line. Of the eleven toys that were released in the Targetmaster line, five were remolds of
older toys with enlarged fist holes to allow them to hold their new Targetmaster companions (as well as any of the standard 5mm Peg Weapons.) The
concept was further enhanced the year afterwards with the smaller "Double Targetmasters". Packaged with two Targetmasters, the larger toys could wield
them as two seperate weapons or combined them into a larger weapon. The concept was then again reinvented with the Seacons, with each member notthem as two seperate weapons or combined them into a larger weapon. The concept was then again reinvented with the Seacons, with each member not
only able to combine with Snaptrap, but also weilded as a giant Targetmaster weapon. And as soon as they came, they were gone. Targetmasters
disappeared officially until the 2008 Universe Line, where a new mold of Cyclonus was released, with a new mold Nightstick alongside. 

Within 20 years, the Targetmasters were in a state of inactivity, but the concept itself would remain in the line. Retroactively added as Targetmasters,
Action Masters (1990) were packaged with robotic companions, most of which were able to turn into weapons themselves. In 1999, Beast Wars lived on in
Japan with the series "Beast Wars Neo". Two toys in the line (Notable shellformers, Break and Stampy) were functionally Triple-changers, with having
Robot, Beast, and (You guessed it) weaponry modes!

In spirit, the concept was also held onto by Minicons (which are considered by many as the successor of the smaller "Master" Transformers) in the
somewhat controversal Armada toyline. These Minicons were technically triple changers by still having their vehicle modes (or other modes, when itsomewhat controversal Armada toyline. These Minicons were technically triple changers by still having their vehicle modes (or other modes, when it
comes to Rollout and Knockout.) Some of these Minicons were also reused in various future lines such as Universe and Energon, or even revisted in
Cybertron (See Vector Prime's minicon, Safeguard.) The Minicons being used in a Targetmaster style (And Breastmaster. And in some cases,
Powermaster) has also returned lately with a little line called Power Core Combiners.

OPINIONS

As I was a Beast Wars kid, the Minicons were my first true experience with the Targetmaster/Little Robot Companion concept. I'll admit it right now. I. Love.
Minicons. They're great little toys for the most part, and I consider the weapon ones to be a bit of a Transformer guitly pleasure of mine. The thing thatMinicons. They're great little toys for the most part, and I consider the weapon ones to be a bit of a Transformer guitly pleasure of mine. The thing that
really cemented my love for the concept? Power Core. Blame PowerCore for my love of the little guys. If it wasn't for the fact that there are so many other
Minicons with weapon usage that I've yet to get, I'd be first in line to mourn the end of PowerCore, but that's a rant for another day.

But the main thing that continues to amaze me is that through the years, the basic concept remains nearly as constant as the idea of transformation itself,
and it's never truly regressed, even in it's introductory years. And I really do appreciate that. I really do enjoy having gimmicks that continue to pop up everyand it's never truly regressed, even in it's introductory years. And I really do appreciate that. I really do enjoy having gimmicks that continue to pop up every
now and then, especially the ones that don't feel like it's just a one-time line-wide thing. Consistency helps to evolve the toyline, the fiction, and basically
the brand as a whole. Not to mention the constant expansion on playability of the toys themselves as time goes on.

And going on it shall. Starting in the Dark of the Moon line, a new subline is coming. Based on the Human Alliance idea, the new Basics are not just Human
Alliance toys, but they ALSO continue the Targetmaster idea (with Chainsaws, Chainguns, Giant Plasma Pistols , and a giant missle rack) to insaneAlliance toys, but they ALSO continue the Targetmaster idea (with Chainsaws, Chainguns, Giant Plasma Pistols , and a giant missle rack) to insane
degrees. I personally feel that this may not be the next logical step, but at least it is following in what I think is the core theme of the Dark of the Moon line:
Absurdly Huge Weaponry. But more on that next time...

And what about the standard Targetmaster idea? Will it come back? Who knows. If Hasbro does return (It's more of a when than if) to the Classics style,
they are starting to run out of 1984/1985 Generation 1 characters, and might have to resort to more of a 1986/87 grouping for a few toys. I wouldn't put
more Targetmasters out of the equation. I mean, c'mon. We got a Classics Thunderwing and Straxus. STRAXUS. NOTHING is out of the question at thismore Targetmasters out of the equation. I mean, c'mon. We got a Classics Thunderwing and Straxus. STRAXUS. NOTHING is out of the question at this
point. Which is for the better, as Targetmasters are quite possibly my favorite gimmick in the line as a whole.



In February of 2002 at the annual Toy Fair event in New York City, the Transformers fan community (recently revitalized with the success of the ROBOTS
IN DISGUISE franchise) sat with anticipation for the first pictures to be uploaded of the latest Transformers saga - Transformers Armada - and were curious
about the latest (and arguably what would become the most popular) gimmick - Mini-Cons.

But as any member of the TFW2005 community can atest, the "fandom" as a whole can be very unforgiving with their opinions and are often quick to judge
- usually with little to no facts and armed with only anonymity and a mountain of speculation at their disposal. Evidence to the point would be the hatred and- usually with little to no facts and armed with only anonymity and a mountain of speculation at their disposal. Evidence to the point would be the hatred and
anomosity that grew for a certain toy that, to this day, is still considered (by a select few at least) one of the worst Transformer toys - Armada Laserbeak.

But in reality, the Armada Laserbeak toy was innovative for Hasbro at that time and, in my opinion, can be thanked for a number of toys that followed it
years later. The first thing collectors notice is the bright orange and red coloring. "Why would they ever color a toy like that!?" some of our younger
collectors may ask. The simple answer is this - the toy was marketed that it could transform in to a "blaster" weapon (aka A GUN!) and Hasbro, like anycollectors may ask. The simple answer is this - the toy was marketed that it could transform in to a "blaster" weapon (aka A GUN!) and Hasbro, like any
company, wants to represent itself in the best light to families, especially the families that buy Transformers for their kids. To meet safety regulations (guns
must have an orange-tipped barrel and clearly be distinguishable as a toy) the toy was colored as it was. Don't forget - Armada Laserbeak was also the first
"role-play" toy for Transformers in a decade. You can't walk through the toy-aisle now without bumping in to an interactive role-play accessory for
Transformers. Since that time, obviously, Hasbro has found their nitche in anything interactive that resembles a weapon.Transformers. Since that time, obviously, Hasbro has found their nitche in anything interactive that resembles a weapon.

But this article isn't about Armada Laserbeak, role-play toys, or toy-gun safety laws and regulations. This article is about the man
responsible for Armada Laserbeak, the Cybertron and Animated series, and countless toys over the last decade, and can be
creditted as helping turn Transformers from a "semi-popular brand" in to the "mega-brand" that it is today - Eric "Siebass"
Siebenaler. The timing of this article is bittersweet, as we can also announce to the Transformers community that Eric is no longer
working for the Transformers team. More on that later.

I remember the first time I had the opportunity to meet Eric. It was the Thursday night before BotCon 2006 in Lexington, Kentucky. A mutual friendI remember the first time I had the opportunity to meet Eric. It was the Thursday night before BotCon 2006 in Lexington, Kentucky. A mutual friend
connected the two of us and we were able to chat before the convention and planned to have a drink or two during the show. I can't recall the situation
entirely (a few drinks in), but I'm pretty sure I called him to convince him (with the help of Simon Furman and Don Figueroa) to quit working on his
PowerPoint presentation (for a panel) and come join the party. While he can look intimidating at first, he's actually one of the friendliest, most down-to-
Earth, and pure-hearted individuals that one can meet.

This article started with the bit on Armada Laserbeak for a reason - it wasThis article started with the bit on Armada Laserbeak for a reason - it was
actually the first Transformer that Eric ever designed. He was fresh out of
college and had caught the eye of the infamous Angry Archer (Aaron Archer
for those who miss the joke). Thanks to the tutelage of Archer, and a
determination to continue to grow as a designer, Eric blossomed from a
rookie-level designer in to a manager-level veteran who has been involved
not just in product design but also the entertainment development side
including all three live-action Transformers movies, Transformers Animated,including all three live-action Transformers movies, Transformers Animated,
and Transformers Prime. For those (like me) who love Powercore Combiners,
you can give credit to Eric for those toys as well.

For those fans who still aren't over the abrupt ending
to Transformers Animated, Eric was the other half to
Derrick J. Wyatt's character designs, and the two of
them together are responsible for the amazing
characters you fell in love with in the animation and the toys that are lined upcharacters you fell in love with in the animation and the toys that are lined up
on your shelves. Derrick came up with ideas for how characters should look,
and Eric showed Derrick how to take those designs and change them so that
they could translate to physical toys. No one can argue the fact that the two of
them created one of the most enjoyable series the franchise had seen in
years.

Siebass started with Armada Laserbeak, but he leaves behind a legacy of
Transformers toys, television programs, memories, and his own tutelage toTransformers toys, television programs, memories, and his own tutelage to
the designers that are the future of the Transformers brand. The rockstar
bachelor toy designer is all grown up now, and has transitioned to the happily
married, smarter, and more practical toy designer. I am very happy to share
that Siebass is also expecting his own little Decepticon in the coming months.
Congratulations to the both of you! And for everything that you've done for
this brand, on behalf of TFW2005, thank you for your hard work, your 
dedication, and all your contributions. I'm sure the Transformers fandedication, and all your contributions. I'm sure the Transformers fan
community will agree - you will be missed.

      So, Eric is no longer part of the Transformers design
      team. What's he working on now? What brand did he
      go to? Why did he leave? These are all great
      questions - and you can ask him yourself! We're
      pleased to pass word along that Eric Siebenaler will
be attending BotCon 2011, June 2nd through June 5th, in Pasadena,be attending BotCon 2011, June 2nd through June 5th, in Pasadena,
California! It will be his last BotCon as a Transformers designer - so be sure
to make a point to find him and thank him for everything he's done over the
last 10 years.

There is a (and nowhere near complete) list of Transformers toys that Eric has worked on over the years, thanks to the folks at TFWiki.net. Unfortunately
the list doesn't include the more recent Transformers that he's worked on, and we were unable to obtain a more updated list at the time of publication.
Nevertheless, you can bet a great number of "Revenge of the Fallen", "Dark of the Moon", and the first couple waves of "Transformers Prime" toys will be
added in the future!added in the future!

- Kickback
TFWe Editor-in-Chief
TFW2005.COM Administrator
Follow me on Twitter @rankal and always follow @tfw2005 for the latest in Transformers news!

Toys Designed by Eric Siebenaler
Post Animated:

Power Core Combiners Two-Packs

• Huffer with Caliburst
• Smolder with Chopster
• Searchlight with Backwind
• Sledge with Throttler
• Leadfoot with Pinpoint
• Icepick with Chainclaw• Icepick with Chainclaw
• Steelshot with Beacon
• Windburn with Darkray
• Darkstream with Razorbeam
• Heavytread with Groundspike
• Salvage with Bomb-Burst
• Skyhammer with Airlift
• Undertow with Waterlog• Undertow with Waterlog

Power Core Combiners Five-Packs

• Skyburst with Aerialbots
• Bombshock with Combaticons
• Doubleclutch with Rallybots
• Mudslinger with Destructicons
• Stakeout with Protectobots
• Crankcase with Destrons• Crankcase with Destrons
• Steamhammer with Constructicons
• Grimstone with Dinobots
• Over-Run with Stunticons

Transformers Prime (unreleased)

• Deluxe Arcee
• Deluxe Bumblebee
• Deluxe Starscream• Deluxe Starscream
• Deluxe ???????????
• Deluxe Optimus Prime
• Deluxe Megatron
• Deluxe ???????
• Entertainment Pack
   (featuring Raf, Miko, and Jack)
• Voyager ????????????• Voyager ????????????
• Voyager ????????

Revenge of the Fallen

• Scout Detour / Dead End
• Scout Deadlift
• Scout Dirtboss
• Scout Dune Runner
• Scout Ejector
• Scout Knockout• Scout Knockout
• Scout Ransack
• Scout Rollbar
• Scout Wideload
• Scout Depthcharge
• Voyager Demolisher
• Voyager The Fallen
• Voyager Long Haul• Voyager Long Haul
• Voyager Megatron
• Voyager Mixmaster
• Voyager Starscream
• Voyager Stratosphere

Dark of the Moon

• Deluxe Ratchet
• Deluxe Skids• Deluxe Skids
• Deluxe Jolt
• Deluxe Topspin
• Deluxe Nitro Bumblebee
• Voyager Optimus Prime
• Voyager Skyhammer
• Leader Sentinel Prime

Winning! - A Tribute to Former Transformers Designer Eric Siebenaler
Written by Kickback

http://tfwiki.net/wiki/Eric_Siebenaler
http://www.tfw2005.com/resources/transformers-power-core-combiners-406/
http://www.tfw2005.com/resources/transformers-power-core-combiners-406/
http://www.tfw2005.com/resources/transformers-prime-456/
http://www.tfw2005.com/resources/transformers-movie-3-dark-of-the-moon-451/
http://www.tfw2005.com/resources/transformers-movie-2-revenge-of-the-fallen-271/


Arguably one of the hottest exclusives to hit San Diego Comic Con this year will be the Starscream
Sky Striker, seen recently at JoeCon 2011. This highly anticipated item made its debut at Toy Fair
2011, and comes with Cobra Commander and Megatron in gun mode. This set will cost $80* at the
con.                        *Hasbro has now lowered the price to $50

As most likely intended by Hasbro, the debut of this set, set off a chain reaction of mixed reactions
from the fandom. The box even has a cover for Transformers And GI Joe #5, paying homage to the 4
issue Marvel Comics series of the 80's.issue Marvel Comics series of the 80's.

Numerous media outlets even gave the Starscream Sky Striker the spotlight, such as AOTS and MTV.
Amidst the fandom was quite a buzz. Why? Well first off, G1 Starscream was an F-15 Eagle.

       The Sky Striker is an F-14 Tomcat-based fighter. Secondly, there is
       another popular Transformers character who is arguably more fitting
       for a Sky Striker alt mode; Jetfire!

       Now G1 Jetfire is a repaint of the Takatoku/Bandai 1/55 VF-1S Super
            Valkyrie from their Macross line, with the cockpit of the VE-1 ELINT
       Seeker (the former was a single seater, the latter was a 2 seater but
       had a blunt randome/nose, which was used for Jetfire). Macross
       creator and designer of the VF-1 Valkyrie, Kawamori Shoji,
       incorporated some elements of the F-14 Tomcat into his VF-1 design,
       as well as the F-111 Aardvark and F/A-18 Hornet.

       Hence why Jetfire would be a more fitting character for the Sky Striker
            to be painted as. However, be that as it may, Starscream is a more
       popular and more notorious character. Combining the most popular GI
       Joe jet ever created with the most popular Decepticon Air Commander
       (and most popular flying Transformers character) would surely get
       people talking, and it did the minute the exclusive was unveiled.

Perhaps this was the result that Hasbro intended to yield. Fans are already worried that they may not be able to acquire one. They're already worrying about
Hasbrotoyshop.com crashing...and wondering if the Starscream Sky Striker will even make it there!

Through the years we've seen some Transformers toys pay homage to GI Joe, and vice versa, but never an official crossover item, until theThrough the years we've seen some Transformers toys pay homage to GI Joe, and vice versa, but never an official crossover item, until the
Starscream Sky Striker. Now the question is, will there be more, and if so, will there be transforming items? Hasbro has something similar in
the works with their Human Alliance subline of the Dark Of The Moon line. In addition, the human driver figures are in a similar scale to the
Sigma 6 Mission Scale figures. Could Hasbro finally make an official Transformers VS GI Joe line at 2.5" scale with transforming GI Joe
vehicles, that turn into Transformers characters?

Who knows if the Starscream Sky Striker is a sign of things to come. What we do know is that this summer, one of the most unique HasbroWho knows if the Starscream Sky Striker is a sign of things to come. What we do know is that this summer, one of the most unique Hasbro
exclusives will be available at San Diego Comic Con.

What this unique exclusive presents, is also a rather neat surprise. Be it intentional or inadvertent coincidence, the Sky Striker used for the
Starscream Sky Striker is actually more than meets the eyes, it's a new mold in disguise, literally!

Yes, the original Skystriker XP-14F mold was actually lost years ago. Back in the early 2000's Hasbro had planned to reissue the Skystriker
exclusively at Toys R Us, for the GI Joe VS Cobra line. exclusively at Toys R Us, for the GI Joe VS Cobra line. GI Joe VS Cobra was the mass market relaunch of the GI Joe 3-3/4" line with
predominantly new molds. The 1st commercial showed CG Skystrikers towards the end.

The Skystriker ended up getting replaced by the Conquest X-30 retooled with Sound Attack parts. Why? Initially, it was rumored that Hasbro
could not find a way to retool the Skystriker to accommodate Sound Attack parts. Then came word that the Skystriker did not pass the drop
test, the sinister test which killed off the US release of Fortress Maximus from the Transformers Robots In Disguise line.

It was one consecutive reason/excuse after another. Yet what truly amounted to being stomped on the balls was something that happened overseas. The commonlyIt was one consecutive reason/excuse after another. Yet what truly amounted to being stomped on the balls was something that happened overseas. The commonly
known reason for the Skystriker's absence was that the mold, when loaned to Funskool for production in India, was cleaned using salt rinsing which eventually wore
down the mold and led to the degradation of the steel. This rendered the mold useless/destroyed. Years laterwhen the GI Joe Q&A's started, Hasbro said the mold was
lost/unusable. This did not stop fans from asking for it during the entire duration of the GI Joe 25th Anniversary line. I was one of them. What can I say, I'm one hopeful
ass fan.

Alright, back to the return of the Sky Striker. So while the new Sky Striker XP-21F mold looks like the original, it's actually all new and substantially different. While theAlright, back to the return of the Sky Striker. So while the new Sky Striker XP-21F mold looks like the original, it's actually all new and substantially different. While the
mold is based on the original, it features more removable parts (presumably for safety purposes, like passing the drop test) reinforced wings and connection points.
Those are to be expected for modern toys, however, there's more differences.

The main identifiable difference between the Skystriker XP-14F and Sky Striker XP-21F, is that the Sky Striker XP-21F is a one-seater, with a substantially more
detailed cockpit. With the new detailed cockpit interior, there is no space for another figure/seat. Will fans like this more than the substantially less detailed 2-seatdetailed cockpit. With the new detailed cockpit interior, there is no space for another figure/seat. Will fans like this more than the substantially less detailed 2-seat
cockpit of the original? Time will tell. If anything the fandom was pleasantly shocked when they heard the news at Toy Fair 2011, that the mighty Sky Striker would be
returning to retail shelves.

What misled many fans was that the Starscream Sky Striker, thus far, has been shown as a 2 seater, when in fact, it won't be a 2 seater. The initial images shown in
Hasbro's Toy Fair 2011 panel were of painted vintage Skystriker samples. The Starscream Sky Striker on display at JoeCon was of a painted vintage sample. 

So in way, a 1-seat Sky Striker actually ends up fitting for Starscream. On another note, perhaps a Cobra/Decepticon Sky Striker isn't so shocking after all. Would So in way, a 1-seat Sky Striker actually ends up fitting for Starscream. On another note, perhaps a Cobra/Decepticon Sky Striker isn't so shocking after all. Would 
Cobra Commander really have the audacity of using the Joes' best fighter jet against them, and would Starscream have the audacity to use the Sky Striker as an alt
mode?

            Conclusion: Yeah, they'd do that s% &̂

For Larger Images, Visit The Online Version of TFWe #1

A Look At: SDCC Exclusive Starscream Sky Striker
Written by Shin Densetsu

http://www.tfw2005.com/boards/tfwe/399009-tfwe-issue-01-may-2011-a.html#post6015948


Before I begin this review, it is important to note exactly what hardware I am using, as you may experience something different depending on the hardware that you own.
For this review, I used an Apple iPhone 3GS 16GB model via AT&T. You may have a different experience when using an older or newer iPhone model, or with any
phone utilizing the Android software.

Let’s go back fifteen years in time. How many of you can remember walking, or having a very short distance
to travel, to get to your nearest comic book store? There’s a good chance the store also sold trading cards,
a variety of newspapers, and of course, that section of the store that was roped off with a sign that said “18
AND OVER ONLY”.AND OVER ONLY”.

Fast forward back to the present and ask the same question. The fact of the matter is, comic book stores
have really become a thing of the past. Sure, there are some comic book stores that thrive because of their
history, because of who owns them, or because they’ve created a business model that allows them to order
only what they know they can sell, thus eliminating as much loss of overhead as possible.

For those of us who don’t want to drive 25 miles out to spend $15 on four comic books, we were left with
some tough moral decisions – download illegally or find an online store that would be able to supply us our
comic demands. While there’s nothing that can really be done about the first option (shame on you!), andcomic demands. While there’s nothing that can really be done about the first option (shame on you!), and
the second option still means you’ll have to wait an unknown period of time (at times) to receive the book
you ordered.

Those days are over.

Introducing the “Transformers Comics” application brought to you by Idea and Design Works, LLC (or, as they are more commonly
known as, IDW Publishing). The application utilizes a program called “FlowCover” for everything comic-related in the application. A full
list of credits can be found to the right.

As with every other comic application available on any network, whether it be Apple or Android, the first thing they tell you is that just byAs with every other comic application available on any network, whether it be Apple or Android, the first thing they tell you is that just by
downloading the application you will receive a small number of FREE COMICS. The application is free, and there’s free stuff! This
application is no different, so let’s just get straight to the freebies.

TRANSFORMERS: ALL HAIL MEGATRON #1
TRANSFORMERS ANIMATED: The Arrival
TRANSFORMERS SPOGLIGHT: Shockwave

For all the criticism that the fan community has given the “ALL HAIL
MEGATRON” series, it continues to be listed as a “TOP SELLER” in the
application’s “TOP SELLER” category. That, along with anything even slightly
movie related. For all intents and purposes, SPOTLIGHT: SHOCKWAVE ismovie related. For all intents and purposes, SPOTLIGHT: SHOCKWAVE is
probably the best written and most enjoyable of the three comics. I’m a fan of
TRANSFORMERS ANIMATED, but this comic series was more of a tie-in to the
animated show and could leave those who didn’t enjoy the show out of the loop,
so to speak.

When you first open the application, you’re taken to a “Main Menu” of sorts, with
a varying degree of options available. You can search through their filtereds
election of “NEW RELEASES”, “TOP PAID”, or “FREE TITLES” (listed above).election of “NEW RELEASES”, “TOP PAID”, or “FREE TITLES” (listed above).Main Page and Store Views

"My Comics" horizontal view

Application Credits

The other set has “FEATURED” (which is the default load-out screen), as well as “STORE” (allowing you to browse the entire offered
selection), “MY COMICS” (to see what you’ve already purchased), “SETTINGS” which allows push-notifications, and “MORE” which
gives you the credits. Pretty basic and easy to navigate, always a plus.

The selection you’re given to download is quite hefty. Just about everything that IDW has published you can download (with the
exception of “BEAST WARS” ironically enough). The cost ranges from $0.99 (for those ancient Marvel and Marvel UK comics) to $1.99
(the standard pricing) and sometimes $2.99 (very rare, usually for “double” issues). A recently released “graphic novel” of “LAST STAND(the standard pricing) and sometimes $2.99 (very rare, usually for “double” issues). A recently released “graphic novel” of “LAST STAND
OF THE WRECKERS” takes the cake at $7.99 (which is cheaper than buying each comic separately).

With the iPhone you have two options of how to read the comics – you can keep your phone vertical which displays the entire page as it
was created, allowing you to zoom in to each panel. Or you can choose to rotate your phone horizontally and go frame by frame with
their magical editing powers so it flows properly (example: multiple speech bubbles from
a panel are erased or the “camera” moves around the panel to follow the flow of the
scene). My preference is horizontal as it follows, basically, what your eye movementscene). My preference is horizontal as it follows, basically, what your eye movement
would be if you read the physical comic. It’s important to note that with the older Marvel
and Marvel UK stories, the digital age wasn’t around back then, so the “panel by panel”
viewing actually focuses more on camera-movement than the newer comics which can
actually have speech bubbles removed then added back in. So when reading a Marvel
Comics Transformers comic, you will see all the bubbles or parts of it based on the
camera view than the newer comics which they can edit (as one assumes they have
blank pages and insert the speech bubbles in for each “screen”).blank pages and insert the speech bubbles in for each “screen”).

Review of IDW Transformers Comics Application Continues...

Review of IDW Transformers Comics Application
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So then this review is a pretty solid A+ right? Unfortunately that’s not the case. For starters, this application has absolutely zero
scheduling on new releases. Sometimes they are pretty close to what you find at the comic store, other times they are anywhere from
two to three months behind. Second, not EVERY comic is available … and some odd ones are left out. As stated prior, the entire BEAST
WARS selection is not available, as are a small (maybe 2 or 3) SPOTLIGHT issues. Other comic applications have a feature that allows
you to browse by storyline (where a story takes place over a number of issues and titles) … that feature is not here, so the stories that
started in the various “-ATION” storylines and carried over to SPOTLIGHTS are unidentifiable, and you either have to do your ownstarted in the various “-ATION” storylines and carried over to SPOTLIGHTS are unidentifiable, and you either have to do your own
research to see what ties in to what, or just buy everything and hope to get lucky.

Application updates only occur (for iPhone users at least) when Apple releases a new version of the OS.
Some crashes happen when loading comics or switching your views in the “MY COMICS” section. Viewing
the comic while your phone is vertical does not give the best resolution (my assumption is to deter pirating
for others) so those who like to zoom in close will be disappointed. Horizontal view, on the other hand,
works great! Check out the comparison shots below.

And I shouldn’t have to mention this but in this day and age you should never assume, but for those lackingAnd I shouldn’t have to mention this but in this day and age you should never assume, but for those lacking
a WiFi connection you may find download speeds to be incredibly slow, even on a 4G network, simply due
to the size of the comic and the rather slow speed that it downloads. If you are connected to WiFi, your
download only takes about a minute or two tops. It’s so slow without WiFi that I tried it once, long ago, and
never tried it again.

The best way to end this review is to ask yourself three very important questions:

    Do you have a comic book store near you?
    How important is it to have the new thing as soon as possible?    How important is it to have the new thing as soon as possible?
    Do you even care enough to pay?

TFW2005.COM does not support or advocate piracy of any sorts, but we do recognize that it
happens and that a number of you are taking part in it. We do encourage that you support the
official licensees of the Transformers brand so they can continue to put out great work and
keep the brand strong for a long time to come.

If you don’t have access to a comic book store and you’re interested in the comics that IDW
Publishing puts out for Transformers, then this application is a great thing to have. Be warned!Publishing puts out for Transformers, then this application is a great thing to have. Be warned!
It can be very addicting to just push a few buttons and have a number of comics at your
fingertips. But the iTunes bill does show up eventually, and then comics on this application is
over $20.00 USD. It may not seem like much, but it adds up and adds up fast.

4 Out Of 5
[UPDATE!]: By the time we published this article, the IDW Transformers Comics App has now started to include the older issues of the IDW Transformers, including the
Devastation, Escalation, and Maximum Dinobots series! Still awfully slow on the new releases though.

Full page view versus panel view

Bottom Line

Pros:
• A large selection of Transformers comics only a few button-pushes
  away
• A great way to view the comics, either by page or by panel
• Great attention to detail on the panel viewing
• It’s quick, fast, and easy!

Cons:Cons:
• New releases aren’t new by the time the application gets them
• Requires WiFi … download speeds way too slow without it
• Freezing and crashes occur without warning, to the point the app
  must entirely be restarted
• The titles left out are actually ones you want to read!

- Kickback
TFWe Editor-in-Chief
TFW2005.COM Administrator
Follow me on Twitter @rankal and always follow @tfw2005 for the latest in Transformers news!

Review of IDW Transformers Comics Application



"I Am Transformed: Why Beast Machines Rocked"
Written by Secretcode

There are times when I personally feel that maybe, just maybe, that the majority of the fandom (or at the very least, the loudest part) is over-reacting when something 
new comes their way. Maybe I'm just over-reacting. I mean, it's not like there was overwelming negative reaction when Animated came around with a new art style. Or 
when Minicons were introduced in Armada. Or the introduction of a gorilla Optimus. OH WAIT. Whether the loud ones like to admit it or not, there is precedent for 
people to have an itchy trigger finger when it comes to shooting down the new, even to point of ignoring any and all positive aspects. For the proof of that, one needs to 
look no further than Beast Machines. How mad did people get from this series? It's been long said that Bob Skir received several death threats because of the way he look no further than Beast Machines. How mad did people get from this series? It's been long said that Bob Skir received several death threats because of the way he 
treated the franchise's legacy, even to the point of cancelling a convention visit in 2000 over the whole incident.

For what it's worth, I was also very quick to jump on the Beast Machines hate when I first saw the show (granted, not to murderous levels.) I don't know if it was the art 
style, or the change of how characters acted... Or it could be because I was ten and didn't quite understand what was going on or what the writers were going for. A few 
years ago after rejoining the fandom I saw some of the embarassing reactions that still lingered on about how people felt about the show, even though it was a good six 
or seven years after the fact. So what did I do? I did what hopefully some of you will do after this article: Rewatched the series. And you know? I'm very glad I did.

Let me get a few things out of the way before this article continues:Let me get a few things out of the way before this article continues:

    • There will be spoilers in this article. Massive ones. Don't believe me?
    • Rhinox is Tankor. Bam! Follow the rules and no one gets hurt.
    • This article is only on the TV Series. We'll get to the toys another day.
    • Screw Nightscream.

Also, I figure that the easiest way to get this article with minimal repetition is to divide the show up into sections.

Changes
When it came down to it, one of the more reasonable complaints about the show was the stark contrast between the show and it's prequel series, Beast Wars. Whereas When it came down to it, one of the more reasonable complaints about the show was the stark contrast between the show and it's prequel series, Beast Wars. Whereas 
Beast Wars was a light-hearted show, Beast Machines took a rather dark and twisted turn. The show is considered by some to a show that revels in philosophy, with 
underlying concepts that constantly question the ever-expanded dependence on technology that societies have.

                 Another change was the style of storytelling that was presented between the two shows. Following a series that was highly  
          episodic for the most part, Beast Machines took a drastically different approach when it came down to it, resulting in a show  
          that felt like a single script that was divided into individual parts.

                 And then there was the art style. Continuing to evolve from the highly emotive and (for the time) high-production values that  
          existed in Beast Wars, Beast Machines took a different approach visually, resulting in a highly saturated, angular, and   
          dynamic art style. The character designs were the biggest change, blending the highly organic and animalistic together with  
          the sleek and technological into a look that is visually striking and a precusor (to an extent) to even more unconventional  
          designs as time goes on.
C       
          Characters
                 One of the biggest other complaints was the characterization that the show had near the very beginning when it came to 
returning characters, the most of the changes of which could be explained by the harshness of the Beast Wars and the methods of which they survived. Optimus Primal 
who was at times considered by many to have been turned into a... well... hippie was enriched by the knowledge of the Matrix itself, Cheetor matured into someone 
capable of leadership (which was a natural progression after the events of Beast Wars' 3rd Season. Yay Robopuberty) and Rattrap turned into a cowardly, weaponless, 
tech-bot. Not to mention that this is the series that more or less cemented the Beast-era Megatron as the most successful Megatron in the franchise to date. Outside of tech-bot. Not to mention that this is the series that more or less cemented the Beast-era Megatron as the most successful Megatron in the franchise to date. Outside of 
Megatron and Cheetor, it wasn't a smooth transition, but as the series went on the characters began to shift into a natural role. Well... most of them.

That's where Silverbolt and, most notoriously, Rhinox come into play. Both characters were rapidly different from their Beast Wars counterparts by having their sparks 
extracted and turned into Jetstorm and Tankor, respectively, and they both would wind up redeeming themselves later on down the road (Silverbolt would return to the 
Maximals in this series and eventually reawaken his White Knight persona, whereas Rhinox would have to wait for the
Universe comics for his own personal redemption.)

New character wise we've recieved a new "Kid" character in the form of Nightscream, the Beast-to-Beast Transformer
(Which was technically Megatron) Savage/Noble, the controversal plantbot Botanica (which still strikes a nerve in the(Which was technically Megatron) Savage/Noble, the controversal plantbot Botanica (which still strikes a nerve in the
fandom. Ask Derrick J. Wyatt about the reactions from his Animated Botanica design.) and the Vehicon Generals: Strika
and Obsidian. The additions may have been controversial, but when you get to actually watch the show you'll possibly learn
to enjoy most of the cast. I still think Savage/Noble/Megatron is one of the best plot-twists in the franchise history. Still not
all that keen on Nightscream though.

Seriously. Screw Nightscream.

I Am Transformed: Why Beast Machines Rocked Continues...



"I Am Transformed: Why Beast Machines Rocked"

Story
No matter what complaints I have about the show, the story-telling redeemed it and was the true back-bone of the show. Like I mentioned earlier in this article, the way No matter what complaints I have about the show, the story-telling redeemed it and was the true back-bone of the show. Like I mentioned earlier in this article, the way 
that Beast Machines was created was very different than that of other cartoon (Or other shows, period) in that it was written as a single solid story divided up into 26 
episodes rather than "Okay so here's the start of the show, here's the end of the show and at some point we need to get to these plots points that I charted out here, 
here and here." There's actually solidity in this show, and while I appreciate that, it's not always a good thing. Why is that? Let's just say the US airing of the show was 
handled very poorly.

This show aired weekly on Saturdays on the (now long dead) Fox Kids programming block, with a reallyThis show aired weekly on Saturdays on the (now long dead) Fox Kids programming block, with a really
wacked out schedule. Only the first five episodes aired in a solid weekly format, followed by reruns of Beast
Wars for two months. And then it went even more ridiculous. After 2 episodes, the entire show (all 7 aired
episodes) went into constant rerun status for ten months until the rest of the season was slammed out
weekly and then put on another two month hiatus, followed up by all of Season 2 being rushed out weekly
again for three months. What's my whole point to this airing rant?

Think about it for a second. On shows that are highly episodic, it doesn't really matter what order you watchThink about it for a second. On shows that are highly episodic, it doesn't really matter what order you watch
things, and this style of airing the show could work. But with this show? No. That just will not work, which I
guess is one of the many advantages that we have in this time. We can just watch the series without having
to guess what episode is coming up next, whether or not you know if you missed anything and whatnot. It
becomes a solid piece of storytelling, and (I really hate using this word. It's too overused) an epic one at
that.

Also there was this revelation about Cybertron being an organic planet at it's core or something. Nothing
major.major.

The Long-Term
Whether one wants to admit it or not, Beast Machines had a lasting effect on the franchise. So many core concepts from the series have critically enhanced the fran-
chise's mythology, as well as expanding on previous concepts and locations such as Sparks, Vector Sigma, The Plasma Energy Generator and even the Cybertronian 
origins themselves.

And then the numerous contributions to the franchise that have continue to be in full force even to this very day with mass produced drones (Vehicons/Eradicons, TF: 
Prime), Techno-Organics (Blackarachnia/Waspinator, Animated) as well as the returns of characters from this show as well in other series (Cheetor/Strika/Jetstorm, 
also Animated) leaving behind a legacy that truly has impacted the show, despite all the initial hatred.

          Final Word
                    I will say this: Beast Machines never deserved all the hate it recieved initially, and neither did the writers.  
          They were breathing new life into the series and they did a hell of a job. So what if the show changed so  
          much about the franchise? Change and new ideas breathe new life into the old, and wasn't that the whole  
          point of the show's story in the long run? That no matter how drastic, sometimes change could be for the g 
          reater good. There's really no point on getting so worked up about something that many didn't want to give  
          a single chance.

                    Luckily, times have changed. We've had Animated, The Movieverse and now Transformers Prime prove  
          that no matter how out there the designs are or how different the story is, that everything deserves a   
          chance.

          But not Nightscream. Screw Nightscream.

          Where can you watch this series? A few years back a brand new DVD set of the complete series was   
          released and can still be found quite easily. There are other methods of course, but I will ask to not discuss  
          them in this thread. You know who would discuss them anyway? Nightscream.

                    Screw Nightscream.

• Was voice by Alessandro Juliani

• Juliani voiced the equally hated Kid Icarus in
  Captain N: The Game Master

• Juliani became a fan favorite in Battlestar
  Galactica as Lt. Felix Gaeta

• Nightscream appeared in 22 episodes

• Nightscream was originally intended to be• Nightscream was originally intended to be
  a female character

Source: IMDB.com

Nightscream: Did You Know?

http://www.imdb.com


Collecting to Invest
Written by Kickback

A majority of the people that are going to read this editorial will classify themselves as some sort of collector – let’s face it, the ‘casual’ fan doesn’t exist on a message 
board. Most of us are collectors of some sort – whether we collect a toyline, we collect vintage and nostalgic pieces, or in some cases we collect with the idea that we 
can profit off our sealed items later down the road. Why else keep the stuff sealed, right?

Now, it’s important to distinguish between a collector who buys duplicates with the possibility of profiting later on down the road (which this article is about) versus the Now, it’s important to distinguish between a collector who buys duplicates with the possibility of profiting later on down the road (which this article is about) versus the 
guy that goes out and buys the popular, hard-to-find toy and immediately tries to flip the item for a profit (see: scalper). A collector who buys duplicates and keeps items 
sealed to turn around and sell them years down the road is different from the guy that buys (at the time of the article) four Generations Warpath figures and tries to flip 
three of them the same day for double what he paid for.

Love them or hate them, scalpers are part of the collecting market and always will be. But they only exist because people
allow them to exist – there’s nothing anyone can do if someone has the income to spend to purchase ten of a limited,allow them to exist – there’s nothing anyone can do if someone has the income to spend to purchase ten of a limited,
expensive item (such as 3rd party items like the “Commander” armor upgrade by Fans Project, etc.). But that’s another
article for another time.

Step 1: How to Determine Popularity

First and foremost, if you’re considering buying multiples of an item with the thought of turning a profit on them years down
the road, you need to have the eye to know what’s popular and what is going to be hard to find or in demand later on down
the road. Sometimes you get lucky (just ask the 2007 Target Exclusive Ultra Magnus vs. Skywarp owners), and sometimes
it’s so blatantly obvious that you kick yourself for missing it (Wal-Mart Exclusive Alternators Decepticon Rumble andit’s so blatantly obvious that you kick yourself for missing it (Wal-Mart Exclusive Alternators Decepticon Rumble and
Ravage). So how do you determine what’s going to be popular?

Well, in regards to Transformers, the answer is pretty simple – anything nostalgic or homage-related is always going to be a
popular purchase. The “Generations” and “Reveal the Shield” line are perfect examples – how many people are looking for
Warpath, Thundercracker, and Wheeljack? Or how about people wanting Autobot Jazz, Turbo Tracks, and Wreck Gar? You
might ask, “Kickback! How can you tell that those figures are going to be popular or in-demand?” The answer is in your face,
really.

The “Reveal the Shield” line was the final two waves of what started as “Hunt for Decepticons”, and the line wasThe “Reveal the Shield” line was the final two waves of what started as “Hunt for Decepticons”, and the line was
scheduled to end when “Dark of the Moon” released. Right off the bat you should recognize that a “subline” that only
lasts two waves is going to be limited. History shows that the first wave of a toyline and the last wave of a toyline always seem to have the most “in-demand” figures, or lasts two waves is going to be limited. History shows that the first wave of a toyline and the last wave of a toyline always seem to have the most “in-demand” figures, or 
in this instance, Autobot Jazz and Turbo Tracks from wave 1 and Wreck Gar from wave 2. People may only be selling these figures for about $20 to $25 a pop right 
now (average check on the message board), but two to three years from now, what will those figures be going for? It’s a risk, but if they’re in-demand now and pulling in 
a decent mark-up value, one has to assume that when they’re entirely off the shelf and they aren’t being re-released that their value is only going to increase. Their 
popularity is easy to see (Generation One nostalgia value and done in a “Classics” styling) and we’re going to get a real test of what they go for with a price-check at popularity is easy to see (Generation One nostalgia value and done in a “Classics” styling) and we’re going to get a real test of what they go for with a price-check at 
BotCon in June (maybe I’ll do a follow-up, just for fun).

I recently sold off some of my sealed collection from 2007 – the first two waves of the “Classics” line that served as a filler between “Cybertron” and the first live-action 
movie. I waited for the toys to go on clearance for about $5 each at Wal-Mart, stocked up on what I thought would be popular characters (Rodimus, Grimlock, Star-
scream, Ramjet, and Mirage). What I paid $5 for I ended up selling for between $25 and $30. Yes, I had to wait four years for the value to go up, and considering the 
inflation in the economy ($12 right now for a deluxe, expect close to $15 by 2012), maybe it wasn’t that much of a “profit” … but at the end of the day, I got more back 
for it then what I paid.

Ultra Magnus vs. Skywarp (Target) and
Alternators Decepticon Rumble (WalMart)

Classics Rodimus and FansProject
Protector (prototype)

refuse to be patient, and you have to accommodate them as much as you can. If we could all pick the best people to do business with, there would be peace on Earth.

The point I’m trying to make is this – the better service and communication you give to the people buying your stuff, the more likely they will buy from you again and tell The point I’m trying to make is this – the better service and communication you give to the people buying your stuff, the more likely they will buy from you again and tell 
their friends about you if you have something that they want. Word of mouth in this era is more important than it was in the previous era. If you’re selling your 2007 
Classics Ultra Magnus vs. Skywarp set for $100, why not make it free shipping? Are you really losing out on that much? When you finish the transaction, always throw 
out the offer to help find a figure they’re looking for. You’d be surprised who will come to your aid when you can’t find a figure after you’ve gone out of your way to help 
other people find their figures. other people find their figures. 

Step 2: Determining the Price

So right now you have an extra Classics Rodimus from 2007 sealed that you’ve been sitting on. How much should you sell it for? You 
read the last bit and saw that I sold off some of my collection of Classics for the $20-$30 range, so you jump and say “$25, right!?”… 
WRONG! You have two things to look at with that figure right now – the availability (thanks to the “Battle in Space” set), and the fact that 
a 3rd party company made the add-on armor for the figure, thus driving up value for the original.

Everyone has their own method of determining value, and I encourage you to do your own research on the subject. I sold my Classics Everyone has their own method of determining value, and I encourage you to do your own research on the subject. I sold my Classics 
Rodimus (sealed) for $60. How did I manage to do that? Well, I remember what I paid for it in the first place (around $5), and then I 
check what the prices are going for on eBay. A few years ago you could rely simply on eBay as a price-determiner, but with their 
increases fees for selling items, people jack up the price on shipping or on the figure to off-set those fees. It’s a good place to start, but 
I’ve discovered the best way to do it is to check the various message boards for Transformers and see what my peers are selling the 
figure for. You’ll find your high-point (the guy selling it for $100, hoping to cash in on the demand because of the add-on armor kit), and figure for. You’ll find your high-point (the guy selling it for $100, hoping to cash in on the demand because of the add-on armor kit), and 
you’ll find the low-point (someone selling an opened, good condition one). Don’t sell yourself short by going strictly middle-of-the-road, 
but don’t be the guy that sells it for $5 less than the high-point guy … if he isn’t selling his at $100, it’s because no one wants it that price 
… so you need to entice someone on the fence who is willing to spend the money. The way you do that is to off-set the “high point” guy 
by enough that someone says to themselves, “I won’t spend $100 just to get that … but I can justify spending $60…”.

I probably could have sold it for $75, but I’m not making a living off doing this, I call it more of an “investment” … when I’m in an unex-
pected pinch for finances (like a random kidney stone last year, ack!). I know the collector market for Transformers, I’ve been more or 
less accurate on popularity and demand on figures over the years, and so when I find myself in a money-pinch I have an easy solution 
by selling off some older toys that I kept sealed.

Step 3: Customer Service

You’re not a business, so no one is going to report you to the BBB for screwing up a transaction. But we live in the digital age, where a 
single tweet can ruin your reputation for selling figures. That being said, if someone is paying you for something, you have an obligation 
to take care of that person as if you are a business. That means having open and constant communication, honesty, and if there’s a 
hiccup in the process, going out of your way to make that person feel as if they were significantly compensated for the headache.

I know better than anyone that life likes to throw curveballs at the most unexpected times. But I’ve discovered if you’re up front and I know better than anyone that life likes to throw curveballs at the most unexpected times. But I’ve discovered if you’re up front and 
honest with the people you’re dealing with, they are more than willing to be patient with you and work with you. You only become shady 
when you become distant, unresponsive, and avoid contact with the people waiting for their item(s). Yes, you will run in to people that        

Collecting To Invest Continues...



Collecting to Invest
Conclusion: The Final Word

So there you have it – a very brief guide for “Collecting for Investing”. Yes, people will call you a scalper. Yes, people will turn you in to a villain simply because you’re 
selling something for more than what you paid for. But if you have an item that is not readily-available (ie: it’s not on the toy shelves) and you’ve kept it sealed and in 
great condition, you have the right to sell the toy at what the value for it is, not what the price tag was when you paid for it. There are a few gentle reminders that I’d like 
to point out though, so you don’t cross the line and turn in to a scalper:

1 – Help Your Fellow Collectors
If you manage to find an abundance of a hard-to-find figure and there’s a lot of people looking for the figure (whether in your country or in another country), offer the If you manage to find an abundance of a hard-to-find figure and there’s a lot of people looking for the figure (whether in your country or in another country), offer the 
figure to those people. You don’t have to do it at cost, but at least be reasonable. If you’re in the United Kingdom and you’ve found a Windcharger, and you know the 
United States and Canada won’t be seeing that figure, offering to help someone in North America isn’t charging them double what you paid for plus shipping. That, in 
essence, is scalping … taking a figure that is readily available (in some areas) and immediately flipping it for a profit. Mark it up a few bucks to cover expenses and 
charge shipping. That’s helping your fellow collectors, and hey, especially overseas, it may open the door for you to get an exclusive item at cost later down the road.charge shipping. That’s helping your fellow collectors, and hey, especially overseas, it may open the door for you to get an exclusive item at cost later down the road.

2 – Avoid the “Sell Now” Temptation
When a new figure comes out, there’s a brief window of “impulse buying” … people that panic because they don’t think they’re ever going to
see the figure on the shelves. That window is usually only a few days and the only reason people get by without being labeled as “scalper” is
because they can use the term, almost justifiably, “not released yet” or “unreleased”. Once the figures become saturated across the market,
the immediate value drops dramatically to more reasonable levels. Your hope, if you’re doing it strictly for profit, is that a few months later
those figures are no longer available and the demand drives the price back up again.

3 – Don’t Over Estimate Popularity
ROBOTS IN DISGUISE Storm Jet anyone? That figure was “hard to find” for the first two months that it was released (really only
showing up in KB Toys case assortments) that people were dropping $80 for the figure (and in 2001/2002, that’s INSANE). I remember being with a friend who found showing up in KB Toys case assortments) that people were dropping $80 for the figure (and in 2001/2002, that’s INSANE). I remember being with a friend who found 
two in a KB Toys store, and even though I needed one for my collection, he stated “Nope”. This one is for me, and this one I’m making $100 on”. That, my friends, is 
scalping. But some people purchased so many duplicates of that toy thinking they could invest in their children’s college funds with it, only to be disappointed when 
online retailers received plenty of stock and Wal-Mart and Target started getting stock. I should know, I’m still sitting on two sealed!

Always check the chatter on the Internet on these toys, check the online toy stores pre-orders and see where they stand, and always always ALWAYS look at case Always check the chatter on the Internet on these toys, check the online toy stores pre-orders and see where they stand, and always always ALWAYS look at case 
assortments to determine if the toy is short-packed or in abundance. The more limited the item is in the case assortment, the harder it becomes to find, and the more 
in-demand it gets. But that still doesn’t determine popularity.

Just always remember to help out your fellow collectors. In the collector market, what goes around really does come around, and karma is always in full-effect. The Just always remember to help out your fellow collectors. In the collector market, what goes around really does come around, and karma is always in full-effect. The 
biggest difference between someone collecting for investment and someone scalping is that one cares for their fellow collector and the other is simply trying to make a 
quick buck right now. Usually, the scalper isn’t a collector at all … just someone who makes a living off selling hot toys to people who HAVE to have that figure.

Just for fun, here’s some “forecasts” on toy values. These are just speculations, but it’ll be fun to go back in time in the future and see if I was right or wrong on these.

Power Core Combiners
Overall, this line failed to catch on with the collector or with the kids. Because of that, you see a LOT of shelf-
warming with the earlier waves. That means there are two sets that people will be looking for once the line is over 
– Grimstone and the Dinobots and Over-Run and the Stunticons. Expect the value on those two sets to even out, 
but a year or two later, begin to go up as people start to miss “combiners” again.

Reveal the Shield
This one is hard to predict. I believe you will always see a healthy demand and a healthy value for Autobot Jazz and Turbo Tracks, so I predict a slow This one is hard to predict. I believe you will always see a healthy demand and a healthy value for Autobot Jazz and Turbo Tracks, so I predict a slow 
increase to a certain amount (probably the $25 range) and then stay there for quite awhile. YEARS down the road I can see that value going up as 
we’ve seen with the original 2007 Classics. For Bumblebee, Perceptor, and G2 Optimus Prime … I don’t see their value changing much. $15 range by 
Christmas, and maybe next summer they’ll be around $20 … but keep in mind that Perceptor and G2 Optimus Prime have planned remolds that will 
probably hit Generations by Christmas 2011/Spring 2012. Wreck Gar I see a steady increase in demand as he is huge in the customizer market which probably hit Generations by Christmas 2011/Spring 2012. Wreck Gar I see a steady increase in demand as he is huge in the customizer market which 
ends up doubling his overall demand, and he’s still in demand in the regular market today. I’d say take chance on this guy and pick up what you can 
find … he may be a rare $35-$40 figure within the next 18 months.

Did you know?
I’ve seen Energon “Omega Sentinel” figures (repaints of Energon “Omega Supreme”) figures, sealed, sell for upwards of $200 lately. Why is that I’ve seen Energon “Omega Sentinel” figures (repaints of Energon “Omega Supreme”) figures, sealed, sell for upwards of $200 lately. Why is that 
figure selling for so much? The “Omega Supreme” toy clogged the toy-shelves everywhere, so a lot of retailers never ordered the last assort-
ment, which contained the “Omega Sentinel” toy … thus making it harder to find. If you have a sealed one that you’re not very fond of, you have 
a chance to make a decent profit on that figure right now. I recommend SELL SELL SELL, as the toy itself wasn’t that popular but the fact you 
couldn’t find it has driven up the value. It’s a bubble that’s bound to pop as people begin the buy-resell process and drive down the value.couldn’t find it has driven up the value. It’s a bubble that’s bound to pop as people begin the buy-resell process and drive down the value.

Thanks for reading. I hope, if anything, I was able to provide some insight for those of you who do purchase doubles and keep things sealed
with the idea that down the road you can sell them off, like an investment. I am certain there will be those who disagree with this method and
consider it scalping - and that's fine. Just remember that the next time one of your fellow collectors helps you get something at cost - there's a
fairly good chance they've sold off something they kept sealed with the very same thought - "Someday, this is going to be worth something."

Till next time!
- Kickback
TFWe Editor-in-Chief
TFW2005.COM Administrator
Follow me on Twitter @rankal and always follow @tfw2005 for the latest in Transformers news!

For more information on all the figures mentioned, visit the TFW2005 RESOURCES section.

ROBOTS IN DISGUISE Storm Jet

PCC Grimstone with Dinobots and
Over-Run with Stunticons (Spastic ver. shown)

Reveal the Shield Wreck Gar

Energon Omega Sentinel

Generations Wheeljack and
Generations Darkmount

Generations
It’s too early to predict Warpath, Thundercracker, and Wheeljack. They are all impulse purchases online with fear that Generations It’s too early to predict Warpath, Thundercracker, and Wheeljack. They are all impulse purchases online with fear that Generations 
will go on hiatus with Dark of the Moon being released. Thundercracker will complete most peoples’ “Classics Seeker” collection, if 
they haven’t already grabbed the Henkei release from TakaraTomy. Warpath is a great figure, but I see Wheeljack as the more “hard 
to find” figure down the road, strictly due to popularity amongst collectors. Sergeant Kup may be a sleeper figure, as is Scourge, but 
it’s a risky purchase. As for Thunderwing, Skullgrin, Soundwave, and Cliffjumper? We’ve had over-kill on the “filler waves” leading up 
to the Warpath/Thundercracker/Wheeljack case assortment, so they’ve more or less killed their value. A figure I recommend picking to the Warpath/Thundercracker/Wheeljack case assortment, so they’ve more or less killed their value. A figure I recommend picking 
up if you find it? Darkmount … I really think his lack of availability (his initial wave, and then a very, very brief .5 wave afterwards) 
now will only drive up his value down the road.

http://www.tfw2005.com/resources/index.php
http://www.tfw2005.com/resources/transformers-power-core-combiners-406/
http://www.tfw2005.com/resources/transformers-reveal-the-shield-469/
http://www.tfw2005.com/resources/transformers-generations-403/


TFWe Fan Artist of the Month - May 2011 - Digilaut

BEHOLD THE FURY OF THE ALMIGHTY PREDAKING!

Written by Shin Densetsu

Each issue of TFWe, we plan to spotlight a Fan Artist on TFW2005.COM and showcase a sample of their artwork and allow them time to talk about themselves, their artwork, or anything else art-related they want to talk 
about.

This month, the staff of TFWe chose Digilaut and his amazing work on the Animated Predacons/Predaking that continue to be a popular piece of work in the Fan Art forum.

Congratulations Digilaut on being the TFWe Fan Artist of the Month for May 2011!

Enjoy!

-TFWe Staff

During the spring of 2011, 2005 board member Digilaut revealed his Transformers Animated Predaking designs. To say that a lot of thought and time went into this project would be 
an understatement. See, Digilaut went beyond just designing a Predaking in the Transformers Animated style. He went further, designing Cybertronian and Beast editions of the 
Predacons. What results is 3 different versions of the Predacons, and 3 different versions of Animated Predaking. Impressed with his creations, we sought Digilaut out and asked him 
for more information behind this comprehensive project. Without further ado, here's what he had to say:

Animated Predaking Project

Initial idea and goal
This project started after I had previously created an Animated Devastator. A lot of people kept asking me what combiner I would design next, so it was only natural that I'd eventually This project started after I had previously created an Animated Devastator. A lot of people kept asking me what combiner I would design next, so it was only natural that I'd eventually 
create the one I like best: Menasor! Unfortunately, at that time, a couple of different artists were already working on that one, so I thought it would be better to focus on another com-
biner, rather than to create some kind of uneccessary competition.

I decided upon Predaking, because it was a character I knew next to nothing about, and there was something about his colors cheme and the individual animals that was really 
appealing to me - he just looks so different from all the other Transformers combiners! So in a way, this was a good opportunity for me to learn more about the Predacons while hope-
fully creating a design people would appreciate!

The Predacons also allowed me to raise the bar, so to speak: I didn't do this just to create a new design, I also wanted to surprise people and blow them away, if possible. The Preda-
cons alt modes allowed me to create two other versions for all of the characters: Cybertronian modes (from their past) and techno-organic modes (from their possible future), which 
would even make sense story-wise - something I like to think about when designing.

My ideas on creating Animated designs
Whenever I'm working on a Transformers Animated design, there's one rule I'm always trying to stick to: it must look like the character could have appeared on the actual show. I'm 
not doing these projects to show off my own illustrational style, I just really want to create some designs of characters that didn't exist originally, that people will hopefully enjoy, and 
add to their enthusiam for the series. There are three important steps to get there, in my opinion:

1. Getting the art-style right.
Sure, the Animated robots don't look as complicated as the ones from some other Transformers series, like the live action movies, but that doesn't mean you can just draw something Sure, the Animated robots don't look as complicated as the ones from some other Transformers series, like the live action movies, but that doesn't mean you can just draw something 
cartoony and call it a day - Animated has a specific art-style and design rules that, if followed correctly, can help 'sell' your design to a viewer. These rules range from things such as 
drawing the right types of stuttering curves, to remembering Animated Autobots don't carry giant guns, to drawing the right body types for your figures (slender builds for speedy 
characters, bulky builds for powerful characters, etc.). Just like the story of the show plays out much like a superhero show (and less like a robot civil war), the art-style likewise characters, bulky builds for powerful characters, etc.). Just like the story of the show plays out much like a superhero show (and less like a robot civil war), the art-style likewise 
throws back to the superhero genre, so it doesn't hurt to check what being done in that genre to evoke certain traits in characters.

2. Finding the right balance between fun and serious.
Transformers Animated is all about fun, but that doesn't mean every character you design should be a gimmicks-filled gag character. On the other hand, that also doesn't mean you 
should never do it. Just how far you can go all depends on which character you are designing and what its role is within the world, which leads me to...

3. Proper back-story.
Your character needs it. Before people get the wrong idea: this does not mean you should write a full page biography, especially not when there's nothing in your story that can be Your character needs it. Before people get the wrong idea: this does not mean you should write a full page biography, especially not when there's nothing in your story that can be 
traced back to your design - if you're telling people your character is clumsy, and he just looks generic, it just feels like you're disguising a bad design with some extra fluff. What I 
mean is: without a proper idea on who your character is and what his traits are, you will not be able to create a design that evokes these traits. Sometimes I just start sketching differ-
ent body types and traits for a new character until I find what I like, but way more often I don't touch a single pencil until I've done proper research on who the character originally was ent body types and traits for a new character until I find what I like, but way more often I don't touch a single pencil until I've done proper research on who the character originally was 
(if it's an existing non-Animated robot), and, more importantly, who I want him to be - it definitely speeds up the creation process if you know what you are looking for.

TFWe Fan Artist of the Month Continues...
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Design progress
Before I started sketching I did the aforementioned research on the original Predacons, and I had come up with a list of characters and their traits:

 • Razorclaw - calculated and determined
 • Rampage - hyperactive and dangerous, a loose cannon
 • Divebomb - stealthy, deathly, enjoys the sneaky things he does
 • Tantrum - wrathful, tough
  • Headstrong - stubborn powerhouse

I think in this case these traits fit their G1 counterparts pretty good, but of course it's possible to take an old character and give it a new spin...don't be afraid to try out new things!

Having determined what the individual team members would act like, in combination with their animal modes, I created a couple of small sketches of their body types so I could 
puzzle a bit on how these would eventually merge into a Predaking. I tried not to worry about the eventual combiner too much yet, but I really didn't want to put in a lot of work on the 
Predacons, only to find out later that I wouldn't be able to combine them into something plausible.
It's at this stage that I determined it would be better to have the big Headstrong as the core body, with the lion head on one shoulder, and the bird's feathers as a small cape on the It's at this stage that I determined it would be better to have the big Headstrong as the core body, with the lion head on one shoulder, and the bird's feathers as a small cape on the 
other. There are three things that I liked about this setup: it prevented much unnecessary mass shifting of body parts, it gave the figure the look of a hunter/warrior who had decorated 
his garment with animal trophies, and last but not least: it felt fresh to me. - I wasn't looking to just draw a G1 Predaking in Animated style, I wanted to create an Animated Predaking!

At this time I came up with two more things to enrich the project even further: a human adversary for the Predacons in the form of Animated Lord Chumley. It instantly made perfect At this time I came up with two more things to enrich the project even further: a human adversary for the Predacons in the form of Animated Lord Chumley. It instantly made perfect 
sense to me that in this continuity Lord Chumley would still be a fan of the hunt...and what better creatures to hunt than giant robot animals? Just like the S.U.V. were a hinder to the 
Autobots in Detroit, likewise Chumley would annoy the Predacons by constantly laying traps to catch them - but he would just be a small nuisance to them!

The other thing I came up with was an animal pet that would follow the Predacons around wherever they went, and could transform
into Predaking's giant sword when the team combined. I really liked the idea of a yellow hyena, so I wrote that down and put it to theinto Predaking's giant sword when the team combined. I really liked the idea of a yellow hyena, so I wrote that down and put it to the
side for now.

After this the design process for all of the characters went pretty smoothly. I started out with some of the regular earth mode designs
(the robotic animals), followed by a couple of techno-organic forms. I wasn't too afraid of messing up the latter: one thing I remember
fondly from watching Beast Wars were the weird color schemes (especially after they went transmetal!) so this was the perfect
opportunity to create a techno-organic Predaking that would be a mishmash of colors, setting him even more apart from the regular
version that would have a more unified color scheme!version that would have a more unified color scheme!

All of the characters went through the same process: initial small sketches of both the overall designs as well as the heads, idea for
transformation scheme (see below) + finalized sketches, inking, and digital coloring. Unfortunately, I didn't have access to a light table,
and having moved recently, I didn't have the stuff with me for a makeshift one, or working a full time job, even have much time to get
the tools. So I ended up tracing all of my sketches digitally as vector art! Unfortunately I'm just not so good in inking digitally, so this was the way to go for me. If I had the proper tools the tools. So I ended up tracing all of my sketches digitally as vector art! Unfortunately I'm just not so good in inking digitally, so this was the way to go for me. If I had the proper tools 
this step would've definitely gone a lot faster!

Transformation schemes is something I try to incorporate into my designs since my second or third Animated design. Back then I already had general ideas on how my designs would Transformation schemes is something I try to incorporate into my designs since my second or third Animated design. Back then I already had general ideas on how my designs would 
change modes, but people were telling they had a hard time envisioning this...so they left me with no choice but to show them (thanks guys!). 'Lucky' for me I currently don't work for 
Hasbro, so I can get away with a -somewhat- plausible looking transformation, even if a toy designer would pull his hairs out of agony if he ever laid eyes on what I cooked up. I don't 
think it's worth it being stuck for days to check if a transformation could work for a possible toy when you don't have any experience in toy making yourself - so I try to use a bit of logic think it's worth it being stuck for days to check if a transformation could work for a possible toy when you don't have any experience in toy making yourself - so I try to use a bit of logic 
and common sense (and memories of my own Transformers collection and the way they transform!) when coming up with the transformation - but I'm not denying I've taken some 
liberties more than once.

Eventually I had created designs for all of the team members in three different versions (earth, Cybertron, techno-organic) and Lord Chumley, so before I started to work on finalizing 
Predaking I took another look at that hyena-sword I had come up with. That's when I found out a hyena actually wasn't such a good idea for a sword. Just how was he going to 
become so flat and pointy? Where was he going to store all of the blade, and wouldn't it just look like there was a sword coming out of his behind if he'd transform? And what's a 
hyena without some spots, spots that would look pretty horrendous on a sword? Ultimately, I decided that maybe a hyena wasn't such a good idea (as much as it hurt me - a common hyena without some spots, spots that would look pretty horrendous on a sword? Ultimately, I decided that maybe a hyena wasn't such a good idea (as much as it hurt me - a common 
term in art is "kill your darlings", meaning sometimes you have to get rid of an aspect of your work to make for a better overall product...even if that aspect was totally awesome).t

Luckily, it didn't take long for me to realize a snake could work, both as a sword and as an animal that looked different from any of the five Predacons!

Putting the team back together (Predaking)
After creating about nineteen different images of characters and their attributes it was finally time to finish the project with Predaking. After some more puzzling with my original 
sketches I still liked the original idea I had, so I went with it. As a homage I made sure that, even if the chest was no longer a lion, there would still be a recognizable lion-esque-face 
there.

Originally, the animal skin Predaking is wearing was meant to be totally different looking: in my newer batch of sketches I came up with the idea of using a giant bat (read: a dead Originally, the animal skin Predaking is wearing was meant to be totally different looking: in my newer batch of sketches I came up with the idea of using a giant bat (read: a dead 
Beast Machines Nightscream) as a hooded cape, his little bat-hands knotted together on Predaking's chest, but as much I was sketching it out, it just kept looking really awkward.

TFWe Fan Artist of the Month Continues...
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On the back of Predaking I put small and subtle wings, made out of Headstrong's ears. I felt that it was within the Animated style to 'tone things down' a bit like that.

I WAS WRONG. A lot of people did not like this. Maybe it's because I did not have a longtime affection for the character and didn't think much of those changes, or I WAS WRONG. A lot of people did not like this. Maybe it's because I did not have a longtime affection for the character and didn't think much of those changes, or 
maybe Predaking just has a lot of really hardcore fans - either way, a lot of people felt it was too bad that he was not sporting the lion chest and the wings. I stand by my 
original design, I'm happy with it - but with so many people taking their time to comment on my work, both with praise and concerns, it would be a bit of a shame if the 
final image of my big project would leave them disappointed. As a form of goodwill, or more accurately, to try and lure people away with something shiny so I could 
safely flee the scene, I created an alternate version of Predaking that did sport the wings and chest.safely flee the scene, I created an alternate version of Predaking that did sport the wings and chest.

Retrospect
And that's that! Over seven different characters, most of them in three different robot and alternate modes, extra weapons and transformation schemes, and I was finally 
done! I honestly can't tell how much time has gone into this, because I have been working on it in my limited free evening hours over the span of three months, but there 
were definitely a couple of times where I was wishing I'd just be done with it!

Looking back, I'm pretty happy with the results. Not a lot went wrong, and for the occasional small problem (like the hyena-sword) I was able to find a quick solution...so 
it went pretty smooth, actually! Luckily, this wasn't my first Animated design, and not my first combiner either, so I think I've gotten a good grip on what I like to 
see/draw myself, which means I'm less likely to go back to the drawing board halfway through the project.

If it was somehow possible, I'd really like to thank everybody who is showing continuous interest in what I'm doing - it feels pretty good to read all of the kind words If it was somehow possible, I'd really like to thank everybody who is showing continuous interest in what I'm doing - it feels pretty good to read all of the kind words 
people are constantly writing me, and whether people are giving me praise or critism, it shows that they're caring, or mildly interested at the least, which can only be a 
good thing...that's definitely worth the trouble of it all.

About Digilaut
My real name's Dick Grinwis, 25 years old and living in the always-idyllic country of the Netherlands. I have experience as an illustrator and concept artist, but I'm curMy real name's Dick Grinwis, 25 years old and living in the always-idyllic country of the Netherlands. I have experience as an illustrator and concept artist, but I'm cur-
rently working as a graphic artist at a small company specializing in web advertisements and games. Grew up during Generation 2, rolled back into the hobby with the 
2007 live action movie. Favorite TF characters: Optimus Prime & Ratchet. Favorite TF series: Transformers Animated.

My portfolio can be visited at Portfolio Dick Grinwis
For a less professional environment, but more transformable robots: digilaut on deviantART

We would like to thank Digilaut for taking out the time to give us this comprehensive description of his project. This project not only showed us his visual skills but his 
thought process behind each step. Wish him luck as he has entered a piece for UDON's Megaman tribute book, hopefully it gets in!

http://www.tfw2005.com/boards/transformers-fan-art/407042-tfwe-fan-artist-month-may-2011-digilaut.html
http://dickgrinwis.carbonmade.com/
http://digilaut.deviantart.com/


Kickback started collecting toys at the ripe, easy-to-market-to age of four when he
received his very first Transformers toy - Grapple. Because his love was purely
materialistic as a child, he amassed a collection of numerous 80's properties
including Transformers, Thundercats, G.I. Joe, M.A.S.K., GOBOTS, and Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles. Twenty-five years later, Transformers and Thundercats are
still on the list, and if Hasbro were ever convinced to bring back M.A.S.K., it'd be
added to the shelves.added to the shelves.

Kickback joined TFW2005 as staff in the Fall of 2001 and has remained active and
on staff since that day. He has been to eight Transformers-related conventions
since 2002, was a volunteer in two of them, and will be attending his ninth
convention with BotCon 2011. He worked as a Store Manager for two years at
(RIP) KB Toys, and briefly in Hasbro's retail division before, during, and after the
release of the first movie, and is really looking forward to sharing his insight and
knowledge through TFWe.knowledge through TFWe.

Name: Kickback
Function: Editor-in-Chief
Motto: "Someone asked what the 'e'
stood for in 'TFWe' ... I didn't have
an answer."

Shin Densetsu has collected transforming robot toys since the age of 3. As the
years progressed, 2 constants stood out; full articulation, and aircraft.
Transforming aircraft are his favorite type of robot toys, especially those arrived
from the F-14 Tomcat. It is no surprise that he has had a fascination with Jetfire
and Macross since childhood. These days, what gets his attention is the
engineering advancements utilized in Transformers toys.

Shin has always enjoyed discussing toys, which is why the TFWe magazine wasShin has always enjoyed discussing toys, which is why the TFWe magazine was
an ample opportunity to discuss toys further. What would a magazine seem like,
online? TFWe, is it. With more toy magazines ending print publication, the very
magazines he enjoyed reading are now gone for the most part. His goal behind
TFWe, is to literally create, what he enjoys.

Name: Shin Densetsu
Function: Editor
Motto: ???????

Sol Fury started collecting Transformers when they were first released in 1984 and
was one of the original "ages 3 and up" generation of kids to grow up with
Transformers. A lifelong fan, he also enjoys console RPGs, the Brave series, and
science fiction / fantasy in all its many forms. He joined the TFW team in 2004 as a
reviewer / "content guy". He currently collects the majority of new releases
although has scaled back due to the shear amount of material coming back, and
can often be found looking fondly on one part or another of his collection, when hecan often be found looking fondly on one part or another of his collection, when he
is not furthering the cause of distributing Transformers news and information.

Name: Sol Fury
Function: Editor
Motto: "Squeeze the cheeks ... I dare
you!"

Secretcode is a 22-year-old college student that lives in Kentucky. He has been a
Transformers fan for the majority of his life and joined the fandom after his senior
year in High School after getting his first laptop. His collection habits are basically
"Collect anything that looks worth a purchase" and "Buy more Bumblebees." When
not into Transformers or prowling around for news, Secretcode is usually found
obsessing about gaming and Tokusatsu.

Secret was brought into this project mainly because of Sol Fury, who swung himSecret was brought into this project mainly because of Sol Fury, who swung him
this way when he asked if there was anything he could help with on TFW2005.
Don't know how that happened, to be honest. (EDITOR'S NOTE: Neither do we!
-KB)

Name: Secretcode
Function: Associate Editor
Motto: Is 'Gimmickry' even a word?"

Deefuzz has been a fan of Transformers since his first introduction to the franchise
back in 1984. He has been a member of TFW since 2001, and has worked in
various staff positions for the site since 2006. He is also a big fan of Battle Beasts,
G.I. Joe, MOTU, GoBots, and Lego. He juggles much of his free time between his
passion for gaming and being a family man.

Name: Deefuzz
Function: Associate Editor, writer
(”As the Fandom Turns...”)
Motto: I didn't even know I was a part
of this until last week. Seriously."

Shibamura Prime's been hooked on Transformers since the tender age of four and
joined TFW back in 2004 where he tries to make sure people are playing nice and
not biting each other in TFGD. Besides Transformers, his nerdy hobbies also
include animation history, the occasional comic book and drawing not-so-realistic
ladies.

Name: shibamura_prime
Function: Resident Artist (Cover, "As
the Fandom Turns..."), Contributor, the
"Hey, do this" guy
Motto: "You want me to draw
WHAT?!"

Meet The TFWe Staff

Not pictured but most certainly a part of this whole thing - Tony_Bacala and Joe Moore



Transformers Word Search

Fun With Transformers

5 Differences - Can You Spot Them?

1. Red Bumblebee - 2. Optimus Missing Hand Symbol - 3. Missing Ravage - 4. Laserbeak Turned Into Buzzsaw - 5. Missing Cars Behind Sunstreaker




